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The first fortyseven years of twentieth 
century Indian Art witness the strong penetration 
and influence of Europeon ideas when the 'Decora-
tive' art of India was replaced with the 'Natural-
istic' School of Victorian art. But the perspective 
consciousness of the Victorian art awakeneil with a 
gradual realisation. The Search for Identity and 
the battle for global acceptance of a perfect art 
form started since then. The artist struggled hard 
to reach its perfection and stability. Various 
tendencies are the witness of the changing attitude 
of the artists through out the period. 
In my dissertation I have tried to study 
these tendencies from the Independence to the year 
1993. It has been noticed that these tendencies all 
the time haii^  two contrasting accepted concepts 
which goi side by side. For exaapl* : 
1. Traditionalistic Vs Hodernistic 
2. Nationalistic Vs Intsrnationalistic 
3. Figurative Vs Abstract 
4. Idealistic Vs Experiaental 
5. Individual Conccptualisa 
The first and the Second chapter of my 
dissertation dedls with the trends and the tenden-
cies accepted and practiced by the Indian painters. 
Both chapters are based on the informations col-
lected through Contemporary art exhibitions held in 
major cities like Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and New 
Delhi. The other source of informations a.rm News 
pater. Journals, Art Magazines, Art Galleries, 
Societies and Akademies. 
In the third chapter I have chosEir the 
critical views of Contemporary Indian Critics and 
artists to justify the reason and the need of 
switching over from one concept to another. From 
one art form to another by the Indian artists. All 
the critics give contradictory views to accept 
certain form and rejects the other. Though later 
trends do not give way to a Universally accepted 
criticism. Individual Conceptual ism (an isolated 
behaviour) gives this opportunity to the artist 
himself, because his creations are some time beyond 
understanding and judgment. The commercialisation 
of art is another demerit to a certain extend 
though modern technology fascinates the artists 
capabi1ity. 
The attitude of acceptence and rejection 
of various trends and tendencies ars further ana-
lysed through the works of four living contemporary 
artists S.H.Raza, F.N.Suza, Raa Kuaar \fmrmA and 
Akbar Padaasx in chapter four. These srtists lived 
through all these switch overs and their experienc-
es are witnessed through their work. 
I choSE this topic out of the inquisi-
tive interest to analyse the gradual development of 
the Intfian painting of modern period in terms of the 
subjects, techniques and styles, and the efforts of 
the artist to bring Indian art about a strong stand 
point at present. 
CHAPTER - I 
THe f/\/DfA/\f ARrseei\/esf/\/cEf/\/Depe/\/De/\/ce 
PART - I {1947 - 1969) 
The Independence came upon India in a 
rush, people started migrating according to 
their choice from one region to another region. 
Unfortunately, it was indeed a dark period where 
hardly any creative activity was ever expected. 
However,in the process of migration a few artists 
came from Punjab to Delhi such as B.C.Sanyal, Amar 
nathe Sehgal, P.N.Mago, K.C.Aryan, Kanwal Krishna, 
Satish Gujral and a host of others. During this 
period, a Group of dedicated artists — teachers 
such as sailoz Mukharjee, K.K.Sen, Sushil Sen, 
M.M.Roy, Dhan'araj Bhagat became the source of 
inspiration to the younger generation. 
Soon after the Independence,Mau1ana Abul 
Kalam Azad,the first Education minister mooted the 
idea to establish the Lalit Kala Akadami in order to 
promote and disseminate the cause of artistic 
activities in the country. The most important event 
in the happenings of art was the comprehensive 
Exhibition of Indian Art, held in London from 
november, 1947, for three months, under the auspic-
es o f the Royal Academy of Art 
"...Many Unknamn Masterpieces and 
signifleant speciments of Indian Art w e r e discaverd 
and displayed and facussed attention to same of the 
great spot-light of Indian aesthetic 
monuments....The editorial of the Times worned i t s 
readers that Indian Art inspite of i t s impressive 
representation at Burlington House, was l i k e l y to 
remain for many, a difficult art : 
"There is certainly something in its 
extraordinary blending of an un—inhibited sensuaus-
ness tuith the extremes of spiritual ity and abstruc-
tion to explain uhy i t uas so long before i t won 
serious attention in the utest".^ 
B.C.Sanyal, Kanawal Krishna, D.R.Bhagat, 
K.S.Kulkarni and P.N.Mago, who had come in contact 
with the new styles of painting and the new art 
movements in the west, endeavoured to arouse a new 
awareness in art values through their work, ini-
tially in Lahore and subsequently in Delhi after 
the partition. Separating themselves from the 
AIFACS (the art society in Delhi set up by Barada 
Ukil, brother of Sarada Ukil who had stablished the 
Ukil School of Art in Delhi in the early 30's to 
cater to the needs of those wanting to learn art 
and formed in to a progressive group, the Delhi 
Silpi ChAkrai in 1949 and with their new ideals and 
programmes soon attracted some of the local intel-
ligentsia and artists seeking change and progress. 
Thematically their paintings had contemporary 
relevnce, providing their wuvle a social base. They 
looked their enviran Knent critically yet sym-
pathetically. Their artistic expression was trans-
mitting the brutalities of man, on the canvases 
Satish Gujral as a painter made a real impact and 
produced a series of outstanding works in the 
Expressionist manner. 
On the contrary, the Bombay and Madras 
regions were hardly affected by the political 
change. However Calcutta to some extent came into 
the grip of this partition trouble because of the 
emergence of East Pakistan in Bengal. They were 
still suffering from the nightmare of those hard 
days of famine and its after- effects. Therefore, 
the difference between the expressionist values of 
the Calcutta Group and Delhi Group were mainly 
based on social and natural conditions governing at 
that time. The former was conditional by the bar-
barism of man himself. The image of man was dis-
torted to show the ugly side of the face of the so 
called super-creature, the Man.Red, black and greys 
were the dominating colours of the pallete of both 
of the group. 
In Calcutta, during early days, a strong 
wave towards an art form reflected the Indian 
tradition, away from the western styles which had 
been generally adopted in Bombay and Madras. As a 
result they did not, then, give any importance to 
modern art as an ideal to follow. Later when they 
were disenchanted by the art movement of the orien-
tal society of Arts and the work of Jamini Roy, 
whose impulse was to adopt the folk art motifs, 
they did try to catch up with Bombay in following 
the Modern trends. The works of artists of the 
Calcutta Group - Gopal Ghosh,Nirode Majumdar, 
Rathin Maitera, Pran Krishna Pall and Pradosh Das 
Gupta are significant in this latter trend. 
There were, however, no special charac-
teristic which marked the adoptation of Modern 
styles by the Calcutta artists, except by Gagnen-
dranath Tagore much earlier, and later by Ram 
Kinkar Baij. The artist of Calcutta group generally 
tried to pick up new idioms of expression and add 
to it a little decorative effect, which, infact, 
represented a part of their inherent sensibility. 
"In August 1949 at Calcutta, an All 
India Conference an Arts, Presided aver by the 
Han'ble minister of Education and held under the 
auspices of the central Government. The obv ious 
purpose of the conference was to invite expert 
op in ion to help the Government af India to formulat 
the future policy of the Government in promoting 
the development of the visual arts and the cul ture 
of the Fine Arts in Independent India. The deliber-
ation of the conference facussed attent ion on the 
most outstanding problems connected with the visual 
arts and the most important items discussed were : 
1. The scope of Traditional Indian Art in relation 
to modern development; 
2. The role of Art in general education including 
a — art teaching in general schools and 
b - at the University stage; 
3. The place of Art in 
a - Industry and 
b — Commerce; 
4. Art schools and their syllabuses; 
5. Ways and means of promoting social education 
through art; 
6. The place of Museums and Art-Galleries in 
Education; 
7. The desirability of establishing a central 
Institute of Art and 
8. The formation of a central organization to co-
ordinate art activities. 
A number of resal ut ions w e r e recorded Sit 
the conference, mainy of uhich w e r e of far reaching 
consequences on the development of the visual arts. 
The most important reso1ut ion was the recommenda-
tian that the culture of the visual arts should 
find a place in all stages of education^ beginning 
from the primBry educat ion stage. M 2 
Bombay, Madras, Hydrabad and Baroda had 
no breakage of social or natural atrocities and 
therefore elements of human suffering are absent in 
the exposition of these groups. The Bombay Progres-
sive Artists Group of 40's, consisting of 
M.F.Husain, S.H.Raza, H.A.Gade, S.K.Bakre, 
F.N.Souza and K.H.Ara,were against the continuance 
of the British academic style. The general trend in 
Madras art world was either iconographic or realis-
tic (as epitomized in the works of Raja Ravi 
Verma). Though many artists later adopted idioms of 
the Modern Art as an inspiration, some of them also 
did try to relate their work to the vast st oreh o u s e 
of folk experiences and its expression in the art 
and crafts, which was still alive in their environ-
men t. 
All these groups experimenting with folk 
themes, common subjects of the streets, daily 
routine, the women, the toilet, cattle and the 
fields etc. The serene, gay and rather poetic 
effect on the canvases was a pleasure to look at. 
The green, the blues, the yellows with a little bit 
of red for the use of contrast were the main co-
lours which dominated the pallete of the artists. 
Here, the feature of man were neither distorted nor 
defaced but simplified to the minimum requirement. 
Meanwhile, a debate was started under 
the t i t l e Representationai 1 versus Nan-representaL-
tionsil srt forms and as to whether it was necessary 
to have any image on the pic torjal-p 1 ane or on a 
piece of stone. If we remove the image, does it 
harm our national identity ? B.C.Sanyal took a 
strong view that there should be an image. The 
conception of image goes well with the Indian 
philosophy, aesthetic and Indian principle of 
iconography. There was an advocacy that the concep-
tion of the Abstract had been fundamentally oblit-
erated even from the ancient days and that we had 
already given positive shape to every abstract 
feeling or form in the form of deities and that it 
was and is in our national blood. 
At the same time it was realized that 
the artist is neither a commentator nor a social 
reformer. As such, sticking to an idea, theme or 
philosophy was of no value. 
Various art associations and art Socie-
ties started establishing in the country during 
50's, some of which were very active in organizing 
periodical exhibition of art and new societies were 
cropping up with programmes for stimulating inter-
est in the visual arts. Among them an important 
s o c i e t y w a s Rupa-Rsts ika SsbhSf the society far the 
connoisseurs of Beauty, f o u n d e d in C a l c u t t a in 
1950, arranged to deliver sixteen popular lectures 
on various aspects of the visual arts illustrated 
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with lantern slides 
We now come to most active dynamic 
section of modern painting, the contemorary paint-
ers of Bombay and pelhi of 50's. In the work of the 
Bombay group, a new tendency developed to lean 
towards the vernacular language of Indian pictorial 
art without abandoning the medium of oil. The old 
slavish imitation of European manners and tech-
niques replaced by a concession to Indian ideals 
had given rise to the idea that a modern Indian 
artist, while he should not adopt western tradi-
tions, should not also repeat the old Indian 
traditions of the Buddhist, lioghul, or the Rajput 
Schools, but have no prejudice against the assimi-
lation of the latest phases of the European paint-
ings of the past impressionists. Abstract and 
cubists, which had abandoned the checlp realism of 
the Victorian age,and which had valuable lessons to 
impart, which could enrich but need not dominate 
the basic Indian national manner of expression.In 
other words it was beliaved that the language of the 
vernacular art of India, then slavishly adhering to 
the old and worn-out conv«ntions, could be vitalized 
and strengthened by a judicious assimilation of the 
best phases of mordern non-representational art of 
the modernistic French Schools. 
Though not Kn itted together by the ties of 
an agreed creed of art, consist of independent 
individuals united by a common and unqualified 
rejection of the native, indigenous language of 
Indian painting, which they believed useless for 
interpreting modern ideas and modern thoughts 
crapped up from the dynamic life the modern Indians 
were living. On this principle a group of artists 
trom Bombay Deusker, Adurkar, Chavda, Achrekar, 
satavaleker and Y.K.Shukla — had gone to Europe to 
study the latest developments of European painting 
to assimilate useful lessons for strengthening the 
Indian languages of pictorial art. 
Around 1952 in the Bombay presidency the 
chief centres of modern painting had been Bombay 
and Ahmedabad, the Guzerat group had been trained 
at the begininning at the J.J.School of art, Bom-
bay, Mhere the imitation and adaptation of western 
conventions had been a predominating feature of all 
forms of mordern art untill 1950 when English 
teachers of art were replaced by Indian artists 
trying to develop Indian traditions, of this new 
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tendency, in the Bombay group, to develop Indian 
manners and technique. The leading representative 
was J.M.Ahiwasi, teacher in the J.J. School of Art 
and some disciples of the Ahmedabad artist Ravi 
Sankar Rawal, who overcame the painful influence of 
Gladstone Solomon who exhorted the students of his 
school to imitate the realistic conventions of the 
European studies, of the Ahmedabad group with 
ambitions to imitate the Bengal school in develop-
ing Indian traditions the most talented exponents 
were Kanu Desai, Rasiklal Parekh and Somlal Shah 
who worked for some time in Santiniketan. But, with 
the exception of the Ahmedabad group. 
In Bengal the adoption of the Europeans 
medium of oil as a mode of expression had been 
persistently followed by several exponents begin-
ning from J.P.Ganguly and his many disciples such 
as SatishSinha and others, as also by Atul Hose, 
and by Ramendra Nath Chakravarty. But generally, 
the medium of oil had been avoided by artists who 
believed in Indian traditions and conventions which 
were best expressed through th medium of water 
colour and in miniature sizes. Later some of the 
Bengali artists handled the oil for the purpose of 
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demonstrating that an Indian artist is as much 
capable of handling the imported foreign medium as 
in handling his own old indigenous medium of water 
colour. This deliberate use of oil by Indian 
national artists is best represented by Sailoz 
Mukherjee of the Delhi Group who claimed that it is 
possible to reveal Indian ideals even through the 
foreign medium of oil. 
In general the presentable artists are 
Hebbar, Bendre, Ara, Chavda, Sanyal, Sailoz Mook-
herjee, K.S.Ku1karni, Gopal Ghose, Paritosh Ben and 
Husain. This Trains it iansL 1 Group indeed united not 
by their styles or personal temperaments but, by 
their heritage and by their milieu. The choice of 
the subject did not necessarily reflect nationalis-
tic sentiment, it is romantic, and consists of 
themes drawn from the life of the people, treated 
with a certain Poetry. Hebbar's Lord of the Land, 
Sanyal's Pedlar selling uster pots, Sailoz Mooker-
jee's Uamen on a Charpoy ^ Bendre's Gossip continue 
themes which could easily have been chosen by 
earlier artists. The older religious epic or his-
toric subjects were mostly abondoned in favour of 
the secular: For instance, villagers on carts. 
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cowherds, rural festivals, women drawing water from 
a well and so on. 
Though these subjects were taken from 
life they were drawn or painted with a certain 
degree of stylisation, we notice an emphasis on 
line and decoration. A few artists evolved styles 
related to miniatures as for example, Almelkar or 
Laxman Pai, others borrowed heavily from folk 
sources, like Breenivasulu or Rajaiah. 
Later there is an increasing interest in 
texture. Bendre, Hebbar or even Sailoz Mookherjee 
do not abandon figurative art but tended a flat 
plane on which colour was laid in such a way as to 
creat an interesting surface. Pallete knife became 
more important instrument.The most influencial and 
popular painter of the whole period is undoubtedly 
M.F.Husain. Breaking up images and giving a new 
pictorial language, his work functioned as a cata-
lyst. Though not strictly the non- figurative the 
natural images were no longer the focus of inter-
est, the motifs were broken up, stylised and atten-
uated and were part of the totality of the composi-
tion. Slabs of colours were arbitrarily applied 
creating a rough texture, lines and colours do not 
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necessarily delineate form but created an independ-
ent pattern. The later part of the 50's sees a kind 
of acceptance and rejection of I nternstt ions 1 ism . 
India was passing through a gigantic cultural 
revolution. The society had lost its former one-
ness. There was hardyly anything in common between 
those who had absorved the modern technocratic 
civilisation and those who still lived in the iate 
medleva 1 sphere of ideas that gave its characteris-
tics form of the indian life of a few generations, 
one group tends to keep abai^ ve of all the latest 
fashions outside india, the other to cherish a 
revivalist cult of the past. The revivalism had two 
faces a faratAl and an imagina.txve aspect. In terms 
of the former, the art traditions of the past were 
regarded as a national heritage, perfect, unsur-
passab1e. 
The more broad point of view were ex-
pressed by some contemporary artists and critics. 
They stated to co-relate science and technology 
with arts. A greater contact with other countries 
and civilisation also became possible as travel 
became simpler.The nations soon provided a full 
exchange of the culture of distant countries.The 
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world came closer and the vision of the artist 
enlarged. Western masters became ideal for Indian 
artists. As the work of the post -Impressionist 
cezanne stressed form, the co-ordination of picto-
rial elements and tonal values. 
The revolutionary artists of 60s were 
Raza, Souza, Satish Gujral, George Keyl, M.F.Hu-
sain, Laxman Pai, Har Krishnan Lall, Biren De , 
K.Sreenivasulue, A.A.A1 me 1kar, Gopal Ghosh, 
K.K.Hebbar and many new talented artists flooded in 
the art scene with Individual techniques and new 
experimental art. 
The battle for autonomy and freedom in 
the arts was won during <bOs . The urges of contempo-
rary art of this decade belong to the climate of 
modern world - its meta physical question marks, 
its restlessness and anxiety, its disillusionment 
and confusion. The artist, in the solitude of an 
isolated existance amidst (to him) unmeaningful 
political and social demands, was under an intoler-
able necessity to express himself, and his release, 
not surprisingly, issues in a cathartic reaction to 
the human condition. This reaction could emerge in 
a new realism, as a new objectivity creating the 
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peculiar icons for its tensioned expression, and 
investing his visual perceptions with symbolic 
values, in a romanticisation of form and colour 
for their emative qualities, thus, the artist could 
probe the external reality towards its reconstruc-
tion in to a reality of his own conception, without 
references to the external world, or, his reaction 
could result in a new transcendental subjectivity 
by the exploration of his own troubled soul, 
tormented by misgivings welling within him, or the 
mysteries of the sub—conscious, of the reality 
within himself, in a revelation of a new dimension 
of the mind. In the expression of a feeling or the 
realisation of a sensation, form and colour could 
be divested of their conventional attributes; and 
by the same token, for the expression of his sub-
jectivity, the artist may project meditative images 
of his own without know allusions; this way he 
expressed himself in the abstraction. It is in this 
decade that we notice the consolidation of abstract 
art and its prolferation in to different subsidiary 
groups. The artists of these groups shifted to a 
new philosophical concepts, evoluting inner self 
from figurative, semi abstraction and abstraction. 
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"On Augu5t25r 1962, young^, like minded 
art ist5 f conferred at Bhavnagar f they called them-
selves, the "Group 1890", they proceeded to issue a 
manifesto in a repudiation of "the early vulgar 
natural ism of Raja Ravi Varma and the pastoral 
ideal ism of the Bengal School", "the hybrid manner— 
isms resulting from the imposition of concepts 
evolved by successive movements in modern European 
art on classical,miniature and folk system", and 
"the fight in to 'abstraction' in the name of 
cosmopolitanism". The manifesto cast igated modern 
Indian art far "the Self-defeating purposiveness of 
its attempts at establishing an identity" and for 
this "self—conscious" search for significance 
between trad it ion and cantemporare ity, representa-
tion and abstract ion, commun ication and express ian. 
It did not need to be representat iona1 or abstract, 
f igurative or non f igurat ive, it defined its awn 
space, del ineation, colour and pattern j it utas 
neither the translation of an experience, feeling 
or idea nor the objective realisation of form in 
spacer the criteria of perspective, harmony and 
d imens ion, being abject ive, were foreign to it. The 
msinifesta refers "art for us is not born out of a 
pre—occupation mtith the human condition, ue da not 
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sing of man, nor are we his /nessiaha. The function 
af art is not to interpret and annotate, comprehend 
and guide; such attitud inis ing may seem heroic in 
and age uhere man, caught up in the mesh of his own 
civilisation, hungers for vindication". And in a 
tantalising paradox, the group declared - "art is 
neither conforming to reality nor a flight from i t ; 
it is reality itself"."^ The course of new art neems 
to be generally deflected by two contrary forces. 
First, it is a reaction against its time, secondly, 
its consciously or unconsciously imbibes the new 
forms from its changing environment and reflects 
its preoccupation, fears and hpes. 
Yotindra Manshankar Bhatt gravitated the 
search for s ignif icance between trad i t ion and 
contemporariety, his studies of lamps, still-lifes 
which correlate the center of light with the circle 
of its illumination, are chiefly notable as exer-
cises in design and texture; his collages, ranging 
from pieces of wood, shining metal sheets, frag-
ments of mirrors or just sand to molten coal tar, 
are textural odysseys; exciting patterns of mys-
terious form; but, in an ironic reversal of the 
declaration of credo, they hang precariously on the 
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brink of abstraction. 
G.M.Sheikh does not shed the figure or 
its references; the figure enters in the design, 
become an abstraction without attributes. A figure 
is crated by its context, and the reality is estab-
lished by its associative reflexes; Sheikh's long 
figures are set in a desolation of abstractions, 
symbols without allusions; the impact of his paint-
ings lies in this antithesis, of the real and the 
unreal, the familiar and unfamiliar, in the estab-
lishment of an uncanny aesthetic, equilibrium. His 
is not, however, the dream world of surrealism. 
V.Rama Rao has achieved a style of 
serpentine forms, interweaving silken spaces, 
touched by translucent colours. M.Reddeppa Naidu 
proceeded to organise angular compositions, domi-
nated by the motif of Indian musical instrument, he 
reached a rhythmic line which formulates architec-
tural compositions of nervous energy in later work. 
"His Mark is sn &rt for those who s e e 
rsither thsin read, i t ai/ns to be a kind of visual 
music" - says Jaya Appasamy about the abstract 
artists. She discriminates abstraction in two 
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c a t e g o r i e s Plainer abstract ian and variat ion on 
colour field abstraction^. Ram K u m a r and S u r y a 
Prakash's work though distant in many ways is the 
example of first catagory. 
Ram Kumar's earlier work done in Varana-
si is mostly figurative and based on a huddle of 
tumbled own houses on the Ganges or on the crooked 
streets. His later work extended to abstraction in 
Landscapes. Large areas slide or rest or are linked 
to one another in an engagement, ther e is more 
spatial play and movement, the lines are less 
important than the planes. The colours have a 
greater range and consist especially of brown, 
blues, ochres and amber. The textures are rough and 
little accidental and broken edges preserved as 
detail. The composition of Ram Kumar are related to 
earth shapes and movements. 
The forms in Burya Parkash's are more 
related to the machine and metal planes than to 
nature. The metallic feel emphasised the strong 
clear glazes of these formation in his pallete. 
Those smoothly graded, highly finished treatment 
was infact more favoured in this decade. 
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In the second category Jaya Appasamy 
keeps Gaitonde or Narren Nath. The composition look 
m o r e m o n o c r o m e t i c . "The colours sre limited and 
quiet and often cons i s t of hues of the same colour. 
The uhole pa inting has a certa in ex pen:3 iveness 
because the compos i t ion is open and can be thought 
of a part of a larger rea1ity. There is a ce rta in 
sence of mystery in these paintings....The a r t i s t s 
of gestural abstract ion paints in an expressionist 
May, his bold and f renz ied applicat ion of colour 
builds up dynamic images or shapes. The eno rmous 
canvas of Paritosh Sen alive and pulsating w i t h the 
rhythm of his brush. ••5 is a fine example. 
Sukanta Basu's work later reduced to 
cones and wedges, planes and flat areas from calli-
graphic strocks and with textural interest. Om 
Prakash's work are concerned with tonal effects and 
inner lights, though the composition is geometrical 
with transparent and non-transparent glazes which 
seem to be arranged for the light colours to filter 
through. Many of his work have also a monumenta1ity 
and richness, their architecture is one of rela-
tions, clean edges and colour chords. The preoccu-
pation with space and struggle with space, painted 
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wholes or boxes are receptacles, some artists were 
using the canvas itself. For example Swaminathan's 
compositions The Beometry of space. They consist of 
enclosures, within which basic forms are organized. 
Some of these paintings have a fine luminosity and 
display cosmic symbols. Biren De's compositions of 
intense dark contrasted with shimmering light are 
also spatially conceived. Light and colour vibra-
tions shine through or from these symbols. They are 
on the one hand organic, but on the other iconic or 
even crystalline. They grow like crystals do, that 
is that achieve form when the conditions for their 
combination pre-exist. 
Another quality of science that had been 
the desire to get the bottom of things. The colours 
also reduced to only two colours, some times black 
and white. Eruch Hakim reduced his pallete. Some 
times artists break up their compositions in to 
minimal flat areas and lines, as Gopi Gajwani did 
in Black and Grey or in to linted and tinging 
colour agglomerations as instanced by Nand Katyal. 
These show the desire or elimination and reduction 
whether of images - or colours - or brush work. 
The erotic imagery produced by Souza and 
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Avinash Chandra, Himmat Shah and Vivan Sundram, 
Satish Gujral, Sultan Ali and Biren De used Sex 
themes, as to our knowledge the Erotic imagery has 
always been a part of the arts repertoire. Some 
times it is a romanticing of sex, at other a more 
brash exposition. 
In India, Bhupen Khakkar, Mansram and 
Vivan Sundaram worked to creat Pop Art by using 
symbols of the Psan Shop, pictures of Durga, photo-
graphs of the Khajuraho m ithuna couples, crude folk 
art toys, plastic scorpions and other things still 
we find no big influence of Pop Art and Optical 
Art on 60s artists. 
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CHAPTER - II 
r//£//\fp/A/\fAi^r^ef/\/emef//\fpfpf/\fpf/\fef 
PART - II (1970 - 1993) 
^ Among the characteristics of contempo-
rary production of 70's should be mentioned a 
return towards its culture,tradition and religion. 
As Keshave Malik says: "we have had the reflection 
of current Uestern s t y l e s , its burden is often 
regret for the indiscretions of the past. I t is in 
fact purged of experess ion ism. I t is ex press ion ism 
w i t h the express ion almost h/iped out blank. Our 
oun pa int ing s t i l l values intens ity and complete-
ness of realisation. For better or morse we find 
our v i e w confirmed by our t r a d i t i o n . " 
All Indian tradition had continued in 
art with serious attempts to probe the limits and 
various possibilities by its many artists. Indian 
artists also tried to harmonize colours, shapes and 
volumes clothed in their tradition. 
Patistosh Sen, Tyeb Mehta, Krishna 
Khanna, Bikash Bhattacharjee, Jatin Das, Ramchan-
dran, all in their different ways returned to 
figuration afresh, as if to high light the move-
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ments of the Soul point blank. A story teller in 
the legendary line, M.F. Husain's figures and 
horses are out there in time, in the theatre of a 
shared human history. Husain links with the past 
further by an exercise which underlines his ex-
traordinary intuition and insight. He has embarked 
on a series of paintings based on the country's two 
major epics, the liahabharata and the Ramayana, 
showed at the Sao Paulo Biennale in 1971. They 
have a strong emotional under current, an engaging 
warmth, an immediate visual appeal, and they are 
passionately humanistic. 
"Jatin D a s a l s o employed on the humain 
figure w i t h l i t e r a r y meaning rather than esoteric 
obscurities, Jatin Das renders action and movement 
of the human figure through units such as a hand or 
a head instead of the entire figure. K. Raj a iah 
through his folk style and approach to art carved 
his own place in the art scene. As is seen in his 
The Lord of the seven Hills" ."^ 
Prabha Shah an artist from Calcutta 
organically connected with tradition of famed 
miniature - yet using the oil medium she gave it a 
different, fresh incarnation. As implied -the 
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painter is far too self-conscious, deliberate, 
without the self-effacing spontaneity or the minia-
turists, clearly, then she belongs to the modern 
period. Thus her indianness whatever that may be 
is a trifle different than of her forebears. 
"The h i s t o r y af Indi^in trAd i t ZODA 1 
pa int ing should be read l i k e a s t a r ma.p, consisting 
of a gsilaxy of painters ^ each offering a style of 
his o w n . In art human feeling and emotions are 
expressed in symbolic form, colours and shapes are 
used to communicate meanings Mhich can be con^^^eyed 
only ktith d i f f i c u l t y in normal language. Symbols 
have alh/ays played an important role in religion 
and the visual a r t s , and through out human history 
a close interplay of religion and art can be ob-
served. Jung describes the symbol as: the best 
possible des ignation or formula far a relat ively 
unknown element, which is never the less recognized 
as being present or required".^ S y m b o l i s m had been 
used frequently in the 70's not strictly in reli-
gion theme but also in life and self exertion as we 
see in K.C.S. Paniker's familiar 'words and sym-
bols' painted on anodized aluminum foil surface. 
Hebbar's various series (as for instance, the one 
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on the western ghats; Ghat Road, Sahyadri, Koyana 
valley to The Glow) showed his evolution from the 
illustrative to hi^ symbolic expressionism stage. 
Shanti Dave continued his strivings to 
assimilate calligraphy, with his symbolic or pure 
forms, which forms a design element more consider-
ably, during early 70s. 
Kanchan Das Gupta's manner of objectifi-
cation of images is photomorphic, but of juxtaposi-
tion of images is highly non—sequentia1, suggestive 
and symbolic. His human beings are either reluctant 
or willful puppets made to perform in a nightmarish 
dream world. A Calcutta artist Shuvaprasanna during 
late 70s used the clock more as a formal mediator 
or catalyst to relate disparate experiences and 
generate tension t'h an as a definite symbol. In one 
of his paintings it appears as a benign planet over 
looking a floating child, in another it is the 
point of departure for a bird flying in to the 
inf in ite. 
Bombay based artist Lalitha Lajmi ap-
peared to have arrived at and discovered the basic 
raisond'etre of her mask—like faces ascribed to 
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significantly poised female nudes. She associates 
the mask and its dramatic content with the female 
nude, in order to portray some 
of the inner conflict of the woman, in the 
most dynamic manner. 
One more trend can be described as a 
return to indigenous inspirations resulting in 
different kinds of iconic art, usually associated 
with religious icons. They seem to consist of 
images or symbols associated with Indian myths. 
Goddesses riding on beasts, as for e x a m p l e in the 
work by Redappa Naidu, life in the name of Reli-
gion, by Bikash Bhattacharjee, patterns with serp-
ents, the conch or other religious designs were 
popular, (seem for instance in the piece by Saran-
gan}. A variation of this type included with folk 
motifs as well as the use of scripts to provide 
tex ture. 
Some artists seem to be devoted to 
tantric concepts : Tantric art having very strong 
influences. We join Balkrichna Patel, the Ahmedabad 
Painter, in the exploratory hymn of colour and his 
pai'ticular devices and probes in to meditational 
geometry. The sorcery of the tantric image was also 
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evident in the work of Proful Dave who had trian-
gles suspended in tenuous mist of colour. Also (at 
the chemould) was K.G.Subramanyam, involved in a 
new attempt - intellectual, sophisticated paintings 
were in each single frame was an assortment of movie 
— like sequences. Among these artists, mention may 
be made of G.R.Santosh and Haridasan, and composi-
tions which represent ideas such as Purusha and 
Prakriti in mystical signs. 
There is a certain asymmetry, a fondness 
for imbalance and some-times for mystery which 
makes the contemporary vision equivocal and inten-
tionally tentative. This quality shows that the 
artist is fully aware of what he wishes to do and 
does it, there is an inner complexity behind the 
bold simplicities on view. 
"The mark of Adimoa 1 am and Bstshkarsn and 
later that of Murugesan has gained notably in 
sophistication, conc&aling in their work a great 
deal of the mystica1 d ispos i t ion that was current 
in other parts of the country^ notably in De1hi^ 
Baskaran's work was less murky and very much less 
indulgent. Adimoolam's entry in to colour helps him 
to recall some of the sens i t ivity of his earlier 
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pen dramings. But Murugesan's work stppeard blsnd. A 
some hfhat s imi lar tendency was seen in Suryapra-
kash's markf a tendency t o w a r d s flatness of colour 
hardness of edge".* "The super natural quality 
presented in Calcutta artist Bikash Bhattacharjee's 
works lures the viewer to amble in to a world of 
almost concrete mystery and tangible unreality. 
Most of his pictures of this period gives a g1impse 
of a world that lies beyond the canvas which^ on 
its part, ceases to be a quad rangular piece of 
Linen and becomes a door leading to a world unknown 
— a world of immeasurable depths, haunted by mute, 
mysterious myrmidous of secretive, sulking souls". 
"Hami Patelf attempt to communicate 
spirituality through light coloured round objects 
placed aga inst strips of s t i l l 1ighter hues an an 
off— white base. His paint ings reminded one of the 
vague visual images seen when one closes one's 
eyes".^ "Usha Bhalla on the other hand revealed 
her strivings to approach to spiritua1 through 
nature - her pa int ings were of 1andscape of pris-
tine world". 
Among the new tendencies to be noticed 
are the exploration of space which is one of the 
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dominant pursuits of 70s. The nature of space is 
manifold. Some times it is external, outside of 
ourselves or even of the world, super-terrestria 1 
and comic; some times it is internal, concerned 
with inward depths and intricacies, 
unknown to the eye of man. As we see in Lalita 
L a j m i , a B o m b a y a r t i s t : "in\<alved with the interior 
and exterior aspects in various leveIs. She is also 
trying to invest igate in to the relationship of man 
and woman on an individual basis and how a human 
being rema ins enclosed un to his/her inner self, 
even while actaa1ly being in a close group. She 
probes in to the inner labyrinths of human psycholo-
gy. The mask and the nude appear to have in it iated 
her in this direction". 
Ila Pal expresses her inner turbulence 
effectively through her uniquely arrived at pal-
ette, strokes and textures. Her flora too is a 
expressive as her haunting human faces, her concep-
tion of womanhood is mystic. Akbar Padamsee make a 
supplementary statement on self,in the form of two 
reclining figures. These irradiate not only repose 
but a state of controlled worry, of being in sus-
pense in limbo. Veena Bhargave, an artist from 
Calcutta, had a highly sensitive palette, she 
strived for the inner form. She evinces both 
technical excellence and sincerity of purpose. 
Vidya Bhushan showed a totally escape work during 
early70's in Delhi 
"Calcutts artist Gopen Ray strived for 
e x p r e s s i o n in both phys ica1 and emotiona1 dimen-
sions. His pictures conta ined that indef inable 
some thing that not only gave a spiritual depth to 
his works but endowed them with a d ramat ic qua 1ity 
that verged on the super realistic. His fantasyr 
is not the fantasy of the Surrealists who shock the 
viewer with the unexpected. Nor is i t one that 
expels reasonf for Roy attempts to discover and 
intergrate, rather than to make a fetish of the 
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human persona 1ity". 
Rekha Rao a Bombay artist is more 
interested in the inner image and that too only as 
a means towards a much deeper expression. Her mood 
of perception was changed in the process, so have 
her reactions to her observations. 
Manu parekh delves deep in to his inner 
self and comes out in his pictures, with his latent 
problems and aspirations hopes and frustrations. 
He is honest about them and does not pretend that 
the subconscious workings of his mind are all 
beautiful - indeed, nobody's are - but the images 
are mostly definite, his language usually his 
style and his arguments are generally convincing. 
Space is also a mental voyage and one 
which man's imagination has always dared to span. 
Some consciousness of this complex and measureless 
entity entered art. Some artists painted forms 
which seem to open up and reveal some thing within, 
others paint mysterious landscapes and other world-
ly shores and some times it is the sub-conscious or 
fantasy which make the space expressed, seen 
through and imprisoned. "fl/cbar Padsmsee strove to 
express his sub-cansc ious react ian ta nature in a 
series of landscapes Mhich were rather awesome and 
somber. There was an intensity signifying the 
artists deep contemplation".^^ 
"Prabhakar Ko1te in his pa int ings ^ larks 
back to his childhood and essentially offers the 
react ions of the child within him to his present 
day social ethos. He goes in for a phantasmagoria 
as at\ escape from his actual phys ical / soc ial sur-
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round ing. He is bas icsil ly portray a n elementail 
subconscious expressed in a equally elemental 
palette and technique. The flaating/f1y ing images 
are set against the background of either mono or 
vary ing colours. The a r t i s t pre-eminent 1y ev inces 
akin understanding of the psychological values of 
his CO lours. Far more important in his vivid 
imaginat ion, there is also the solid foundat ion of 
a Me 11 trained and disciplined dexterity" .^ 
Kumaril Swamy, whose work purely Indian, 
in his 70's work projected images of the sub-con-
scious, realized after long hours of meditation. 
The strange cosmic light glows in the form of the 
lotus, petal; this is enveloped in circular shapes 
of the sacred rosary. 
One kind of attempt at progress was that 
Murugesan, Bhaskaran and Adimoolam, during Mid 70's 
in Madras at Pallava Gallery and Sarala's show 
attempted to rarefy and simplify along the lines of 
certain metaphysical styles current in North India 
A different kind of preoccupation with 
pace is displayed by A. Rama Chandran. His motifs 
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are the limbs of man. Yet these limbs appear and 
disappear, writhe and control, are illuminated or 
project out of depths. Space is pushed and pulled 
by them and contrasted with flat planes. Again 
related to space is an interest in light or light 
effects. The work of Om Prakash, prismic: RefrsiC-
tianSf is obviously of this type. 
Tya/fa Mehta with his diagonal dominated 
composition made a strong impact by his comment on 
the moral degradation consisted of disjointed human 
anatomies with eyeless faces and open mouths 
against flat blocks of colours. The expressive 
figures and dark outlines left haunting impressions 
on the viewers social involvement of a rather 
disturbing kind was conveyed also by Gieve Patel. 
Another direction which was explored is 
the inner world of fantasy. All the paintings of 
this type are not totally Surrealistic, rather they 
border on the probable and thereby do not strain 
our introduction to unreality. Fine Artists of 
this type are Rekha Mehta, Laxman Gaud, Paramjit 
Sing and Bikash Bhattacharjee. Rekha Mehta depicts 
a world of fantasy peopled by weird creatures: 
insects, fish, birds, showing a vivid imagination 
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and a mastery over lines. 
" Lsxm^n Gaud's draMings a.t Delhi's 
Kunika Gallery were the result of pure phastasy ^ a 
morbid and de1 us iona1 one. The human element is 
lacking in i t , i t is all so dark; it is the kingdom 
of the vulture and of fear compel 1ing as it is we 
are all but pertrif ied. I t certainly is a withch-
docto r's dance, a pr im it ive art in which the masks, 
for instance, have a similar uncanny power". 
Paramjit Singh painted landscapes inhab-
ited by mysterious stones. Some huddled or rest-
ing, others flying through the air. Bikas Bhat-
tacharjee gives us strange animal men, innocent and 
at the same time frightening. 
In latest trends of 70's we find social 
satire. Satire as a whole is generally conspicuous 
by its absence in Indian art but in 70's we have 
artists who laugh at our weaknesses or comment on 
the foibles of people in power. The youngest of 
the satirical painters is Rameshwar Broots whose 
composition That long unetiding story shows us a group 
of committee men depicted as immense gorillas, 
Sipping their tea while presiding over the destiny 
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of ordinary mortals. One of the more promising and 
successful exhibitions without doubt was of the 
painters from Calcutta in Delhi during early 70's 
Bikash Bhattacharya in his satiric realism stood 
out by his mind and his human concern. 
Bhupendra Khakhar's own subtle manner of 
social comment evolved a style through which he is 
pleasantly sarcastic even against the strata of the 
society of which he belongs - the middle class. 
The composition depend for their effec-
tiveness on abstract qualities and arrangements 
rather than on their subject matter. The subject 
whether merely geometric shapes or organic forms is 
stated with a conspicuous boldness and clarify, 
sharp clean edges, striking contrasts, flat areas 
set against areas of plasticity or depth are more 
general than rare. As we see in Shanti Dave, 
Prafulla Mohanty, Tilak Mondal. Mohanty had a sound 
technique. He projected an intense sense of lumi-
nosity in colour and a bold and free design, in his 
early 70's work. Tilak Mendal is a wildely joyous 
and volatile colourist. The lines he draws to 
del ineate the image of highly dynamic and volatile 
c(t)wns and children exhibit the same degree of 
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freedom and confidence and exude a spirit of aban-
don . 
Laxman Shreshta's fascinating abstracts 
are marked by subtle variations of texture, his 
Play of colours and spaces and emernating bright 
light make quite an impact. Veena Bhargave has 
highly sensitive palette, she strives both techical 
excellence and sincerity of purpose. The colour 
schemes that characterise contemporary taste are 
bright and clear. There is a penchant for sharp 
contrasts, for palettes of rich colours juxtaposed 
one nest to the other, for silent tones suddenly 
rent by sharp notes, like stones hitting a still 
pool . 
Chauda moved away from his famous linear 
to compositions to colour arrangements. He is 
still keenly interessted in the human figure, 
w h i c h , r a n g e from Repose 1, Pink Girl in Compainy ^ 
Torch Bearer to final semi- abstract Profile. 
Despite the movement away from line to colour, the 
artist has retained the basic, aesthetically ples-
ing decorative element in his art. 
Rekha Rae is a colourist with form 
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playing a secondary role. Her colours are fasci-
nating. They are rich, at times even gay and ri-
otous. She relies for more on her palette than on 
her brush Per se: usually be palette is som bre, 
but it is always characterized by a freshness. 
Surya Prakash's structuring his paintings, some 
times with that colour and hand edge. Zarina, 
Gopal Sanyal also used bold colours. 
The contemporary art of 70's sees more 
ciosely the world around it. The continuous change 
in art good or indififferent, turns - slowly to 
reveal every year a slightly different aspect. But 
there is also one fact, that thcught art may be 
Internatiana1, factors of climate and density of 
population etc. do operate in the making of the 
work of art. 
Triennale-India is an attempt to put 
India in the art map of the world, an idea and 
activity to house art forms and new innovations 
around the world at one place. First Triennale-
India opened in 1968 in New Delhi and till then it 
continued for each three years gap. The effect of 
such programmes is merely to reduce the diversity 
that is most natural to creative expressions. This 
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Indian Triennale attained a very honourable place 
among the numerous International Exhibitions. 
The most active cities during 70's are 
Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, where art 
activities continued with ascimilation of west with 
indigenous inspiration crowling out from its shell. 
1971 starts with the Second Indian Trien-
nale. More than fo rty countries were represented, 
almost all Canada, Cuba, Venez uel a and Brazil and 
from the South sea Islands, the common wealth 
countries. The most interesting part of the mani-
festation at Delhi was its great variety, a variety 
in which was reflected the various tendencies which 
animated the contemporary art activity, which 
provided the opportunity to look beyond and look 
into oneself in terms of personal identity and not 
Indisn-nessj losing one's barier. 
In the National Gallery exhibition -
Mar, 74 Dada rapidly shed the negativism and its 
vision moved on to ex hi 1 erating 1y adventurous 
ex perimenta1 ism which has the line in various 
orch estrations. 
The Pop tradition was prolonged in the 
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work of Bhupen Khakhar, Gulam Mohammed Sheikh and 
Vivan Sundaram. But the creative intention has 
passed beyond the Dada terminal which began and 
anti-aestheticism but ended up in closed aestheti-
cism. Khakhar, if he paints a barber shop, paints a 
factory strike too; Sheikh used Surrealist imagery, 
but made helpful transparent and intelligible to 
depict human oppression and cruelty. Sundaram's 
Ma 11 seemed purePop art first, but the juxtaposi-
tion of the golf course and the slum, hermetically 
insulated from each other by the high wall, packed 
a lot of trenchant social criticism.The application 
of flat colours, or the subtle gradations of tone 
are done with great fine s but with a certain 
impersonality: "Emat iansl response is d if ferent 
from visual attent ian. Art ists like So iegaonkair st 
the Jehatng i r , subj ect the \^isuBl mechanics of the 
farm they put in to psint to analys is, Chavda and 
Baitande (at Tag Art Gallery } are the pa inters nho 
had chosen the arangement which was visual, not 
conceptual, Gaitonde's paintings express the shift-
ing action or inte r-act ion of shapes, colours and 
textures of pure painting".^^ T h i s f e a t u r e b e c a m e 
an important quality in the minimal or Op paintings 
which depend for their effect on an essential or 
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minimal statement. 
Grim faces and skeletal bodies crowded 
together in black became one of the metaphore for 
Calcutta in the early seventies; for Calcutta had 
come to connote anger and violence, a renewed 
reaction to the reality of hunger and poverty. 
Earlier there was a desire to portray 
simpering and usually affected innocence, where the 
lines used to be diffident, the drawing weak and 
the colours anaemic, there is now,attempt to convey 
a message with forthright confidence, Shantiniketan 
took great strides forward in the last few years 
and the attitude of the average kalabhavan student 
underv/eP-t a complete change. 
Prasanta Roy? a senier painter from 
Shan tiniketan, took the Calcutta art world by sur-
prise by his works done in both traditional and 
Cubist styles, V. Menon ' s Girl k/ith a Lssf is al&o 
a Cubist style. 
The conflict between traditional and 
abstraction continue^ in his decade also as Bombay 
based artists like Rekha Rao, Lalita Lagmi and 
Prabhakar Kolte and some other artists accepting 
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the semi-abstraction, also evident in the work of 
Charan Sharma in his exhibition at the Taj Art 
Gallery, during Apr. 1979. This approach assimi-
lates the inherited traditions in to a modern con-
cept. Chavda also appeared to have left his old 
theme - dancers, and gone infor semi-abstract 
colour design. 
Tradition, its contemporary modulations 
and modernist expressions have all been high light-
ed in the exhibitions in Delhi during 70. Modern-
ist modulations of traditional styles are evident 
in Lalit Kala Akademi's National exhibiton of 1974. 
Referring to the developments of the 
80's one may state that despite the insu1arity of 
the visual culture during the last fifty years 
India has given birth to two most influencial 
trends - the modernistic and the traditiona1 istic, 
and the controversy over tradition varsus modernity 
is still on during 80's. 
"The f i r s t section comprises those uho 
pursue a fusion of content and foriUf through an on 
going explorst ion of images, the second cons i s t of 
those Mho are formatists pursuing nothing more than 
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a few feeble not ions re iterated through techn iques 
h/hich have bacome a matter of habit".-^^ 
N.S.Bendre dwell in his traditon, his 
experience of life and the surrounding helps him to 
paint. Most of his paintings deal with the vil-
lage as shown in village God 1985 Quilt from Kutch 
83 and A Mahua Tree 1985. He believed in new 
technical experiment not loosing the reality ar-
ound . 
The Madras artists like S.Dhanapal, 
K . Sr in i vasu 1 a -and P . L . Narasimhamar t hy remained 
totally unaffected by the new influences. Mhile 
K.Jayapala Panicker who is also a Madras artist 
reversed the craft rules to disrupt and confiscate 
continuities in total colour abstraction, to dispel 
illusionist identification with actual surfaces and 
spaces. He resorted to the method of optical 
mixture, by which some neo- impressionists abroad 
had dispersed colour continuities. Pointillism, 
developed for the brightness and sharper individua-
tion of colour, Jayapal used in his Parimanam to 
play down and evacuate exactly these effects. 
Prabhakar Kolte is one of the few most 
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innovative painters in western India. Klee and 
Mire had influenced his early work. Total abstrac-
tion are apparent in his earlier work like Skyscape 
(1973), In recent Frsgility (1983) the forms are 
lyrical. There is a fine organic relationship 
between these forms which are patal—like or other 
wise, merely irregular. In his most recent works 
of 80's one sees large areas of paint without any 
attempt at over symbolism through the use of sepa-
rate moti fs. 
Krishen Khanna, at one time, completely 
dehumanised his art and made his debut in a colour-
field abstraction of reds, blues and greys. 
P.Gopinath (Madras artist). In a well studied move 
turned his colour transparent and nondescriptive, 
broke up his sinous line, made it scarce and 
cleared all those mesm ingful effects out of his 
painting, evident in Blomorphic forms. 
In this reference Madras school of art 
is defined as the sum—total of influences ofindi— 
viduals, periods, peoples and regions. The artists 
welcomed the new ideas as a result of which the 
entire philosophy of picture-making underwent a 
change. K.C.S.Panikar and few other^felt the urge 
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to move in to the world stream of art, Panikar went 
on with the researches in to discipline of figura-
tion to conclude it in his final words snd symbols. 
These artists represent variou= trends 
which carry along with them the entire human cul-
ture, integrated in to their sensibility and under-
standing. A. Alphonso, K.M. Adimoolam,R.B. Bhas-
karan, S.G. Vasudev, C. Dakshinamoorthy, P.Gopinath 
and S. Nandagopal constitute the core ofthe modern 
generation of artists in Tamil Nadu involved in-
cessant Stxpeti mentation and creativity. Their 
Indianness as well as contemporariness remained 
together. 
K.M. Adimoolam's concept of space is 
none other than the concept of freedom - freedom 
from the restriction of ideas, restriction of 
expression and restriction of medium. He says "I 
have at last achieved my own s t y l e , my awn 
identity".^^ His Animal and another painting enti-
tled Farces were fore runners of space a well known 
series which began in oils,moved on to black and 
white and reached to a stage where he freely used 
both. 
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R.B-Bjaslaram's Life Cycle followed by 
Eva 1ut ion an experience in between life and death. 
Bhaskaran used every possible form that has a begin-
ning and an end. He works without ristriction, any 
rigid conception, any set laws. 
S.G.Vasudev is possesed by the vision of 
the Vriksha- The Tree. For several years his sub-
ject had been Mithuna theme. Dakshinamoorthy does 
not belong to any school of art. He has tried to 
express in his paintings the very roots of life and 
workde on an endless number of female nudes, ani-
mals, birds and trees. He says: " I gsither my 
themes from soc iety at large, from the env i ronment 
I l i v e in due course evolve a singularly personal 
t^ay of expressing my poetic response of reality .. l £ i 
The work of Gulam Rasool Santosh ex-
presses the grand lines of numerous experience -
coming to grips with the energies within oneself. 
His abstractions are contro led, intricate and quite 
removed from any social concern. 
Nasreen liohammedi and Jeram Patel, 
excellent craftmen, are main 1y Concerned with for-
malistic nuances. Patel had ope'ated with the blow 
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torch; burnt wood has been used in most of his 
striking works, while Nasreen Mohaamedi's composi-
tions are extremely delicate, using the painter's 
roller and even the camera to explore light. 
There are many more technique and trends 
visible among the artists who convey their personal 
experience related to contemporary society and its 
condition.In higher spheres of expression in modern 
art both both these types are equally important. 
But only in the case of those artists who have been 
able to transform the visual and material in to the 
art form. 
Shobha Broota in some*her earlier works 
appeared to be inventing rather than discovering. 
The process gradually became more complex, and 
musical material was dredged up from the inner most 
layers of the mind. She began trying the formula-
tions of the lyrical or melodious through fabled 
images. She is out to discover some deeper than 
surface face of reality. Her inventive instinct is 
expressed in her coexistence (1985). 
The most innovative and dynamic name in 
Indian art world is Satish Gujral who has not been 
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content with on( 
severa1 . 
medium, but experimented in 
Although accepting internationalism, the 
Indian artist also became conscious of not getting 
merged in to it. Indian paintings during this 
period reached itsformative stage, had though 
cleared some of its pitfalls — at least when it is 
at its best —even as it has broken away from a 
lifeless revivalism of bygone styles. If the break 
with the past has been a loss in several ways, 
resulted in root1essness, it has also brought in a 
new will to search, to seek and to experience 
deeply. "The modern age has gifted th ehuman mind 
h/ith a kesn sense . of curiousity •• 1 7 
"The contemporary Indian a r t i s t recogni-
ses a f reedom to look, inquire and create without 
the confusing limits of a commission. He had 
become a Speculator, philosophically and aesthet i -
cally as uell as economically. He is seeking a 
whole new ho r izen of f reedom and a new series of 
values seem to he emerging". 
While Indian artists seemed to be strug-
gling to discover inspirati oTi from their inner 
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Mohammed Sheikh's paintings, 
light and cross- conversation of houses, traverse 
and architecture of cubicles, each endlessly open-
ing on to its neighbours, spelling a different 
drama every time: the orchestrations are presided 
over by Peris, acrobatic apes, humans on fire, and 
it'ii clear that the found truths of miniature tech-
nique glow with an embered comprehension of India's 
Present, depicted in Home and Beyond Home 1985 and 
City for Sale (1981-1984). 
Similarly, the popularity of Ta n t r i c 
art. Folk art and Tribal art in India has its root 
in Indian consciousness. This process of develop-
ment which enables them to put together all the 
threads of Indian art was perhaps the outcoMe of 
collective subconscious of Indian traditon, par-
ticularly the Tantrik approach, as in his February 
81f A central point is to be found in each of Biren 
De's canvases, it contains the idea of Garbha 
Briha, the womb-chamber and that of the universal 
soul. To express this Union, Biren De used black, 
grey, blue and white and red (Purusha and Prakri-
ti ) , material cause of the world. 
In K.C.S.Panikar's se1f-representationa1 
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art, containing the Tantric symbols of Kerala 
rituals combined with free - flowing brush strokes 
reminiscent of traditional Indian art, evident in his 
last words and symbo1s series.One more Tantric 
artist from Kashmir G.R.Santosh used Tantra symbol 
without titte^ 
The Madras Chola mandal artist Gopinath 
is influenced by the Madhubani paintings of North-
ern India. The influence of folk art is evident in 
his work Ritual memories when he eliminated fig-
ures from his paintings and turned to symbols, 
concentrating totally on design, he has created a 
beautiful series entitled Biomarphic images. J. 
Sultan Ali combined the bright colours and bold 
lines of folk paintings. The figures of tribal men 
and women fascinated him. 
One more Madras artist Srinivasulu felt 
a deep kinship with folk art. The colourful fasci-
nating folk creations of Andhra Pradesh have pro-
vided the basic motifs as in his Fisher t^omen, 
Nadasnaram Players and Fish sellers. To Srinivasu-
lu, the attraction for folk art is a matter of 
deliberate choice. He seized upon the beauty of 
form and colour characteristic of folk art, crys-
tallises and reinterprets the various elements in 
a highly personal style. 
The art of 80's became a phenomenon, a 
curious mixture of socio-political and cultural 
aspects, also of personal fantasy, after combined 
with satire or poetic lyricism. There is a defi-
nite endeavour on part of the artist to infuse a 
sensory out look and socialistic base in to his 
work. To some social and political events have 
yielded the required stimulus, challenging them to 
render humanistic and social ex per inences. 
Some other are endeavouring to establish 
an identity with the ethos of their own people to 
render the aesthetic emotion with an overtone of 
symbolism and mysticism. And yet, there are some 
who draw their imagery from the world of dreams, 
lyricism and poetic fantasy to express their vola-
tile emotions through a personal idiom and explora-
tion . 
Sunil Das a Calcutta, artist used rhythm 
and energy in his forms, he believe in self—expres-
sion alone, evident in his confrontation series. 
Bhupen Khakhar looks in to the future. 
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He criticises the society in which he lives. And 
he keeps a clear distance from the western concept 
of art. The manner of mughal miniatures, Khakhar 
composes his paintings. Particularly with regard 
to homogeneity: the space of the paintings is 
divided in to individual units. It is the colour 
that re-anchors the opened-out space. A subdued 
non-expressive scale of colours, with one of them 
dominant is drawn over the painting like a piece of 
gauze. The figures, mostly male, appear ethereal, 
re^bling each other. They are lean, tall, of 
middle-age, have short parted hair and angular 
faces. They stare ahead ex pression 1 essly. Hopeless-
ness is projected in Khakhaar's figures are typecast, 
they are men belonging to the middle class whom he 
observes voyeuristica11y. The five example of his 
work is s h o w n in Guru Jayanti (19BO}, The Deity 
(1983) and the S w e e t vendor (1983). 
The Calcutta artist Bikash Bhattacharjee 
is in touch with the current scene, yet he has 
never lapsed in to journalese. The combination of 
conscious purpose and intuitive inspiration makes 
for a forceful art, something in the style of some 
recent Surrealists, Austrian or Belgian. His 80's 
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w o r k s Are In Morning and Kala Bati. F o r K i r a n S e t h 
art comes from life but it also come from art. The 
drawing, the geometry and the rationality, as well 
as the intuition that she has been at pains in 
highlighting, in her creations is notable Mitch 
Mikers (1985) shows her desire to uplift the 
threatened and base human personality. 
Jahangir Sabavala returned to his human 
after a long landscape period. As he sayi: "I wa n t 
to s e a t him alone, or together t>*ith his felloH 
human be ings, k/ithin the core of my defined land-
scape, an integral part of the truth: nfithout n/hich 
complet ion f the paint ing is never f in ished, nor the 
dream ended, or the cycle whole".^'^ 
"When cultural conflicts are set up, 
things will emerge in open awareness, one begins to 
believe (specially in art) that one we do what we 
please. At such moment a r t i s t i c ind ividua1ity is 
claimed to an absolute degree - Just anything is 
thought poss i b l e , and deemed self-Justifying"^^ 
this statement supports the individualism mostly 
adopted by the 80's artists which also presents a 
sense of dilemma faced by the contemporary Indian 
artists, who are still caught between an irretriev-
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able past and the inescapable reality of the pres-
ent. The human suffering, helplessness and totur-
ing sole is more frequent. 
lianu Parekh's work is akin to a halluci-
nation, as his The village Priest the Priest's face 
is a record of ravage. Dissatisfied, broken, he 
exists in a reciprocal relationship with a bruta-
lised land. Gieve Patel's paintings are an effort 
to share the grief of a subcontinent battered by 
the continuing violence of human against human, 
humans against nature — and to over come this 
complex of sorrow, pain, terror and helplessness, 
by first facing it. 
The stylised faces in the paintings of 
Gogi Saroj Pal with their death like paleness, the 
haunted look of empty eye sockets in deep shadow, 
the suggestion of lifelessness in the limbs and the 
deliberate austerity of colours all show Gogi's 
pre-occupation with the emptiness of the individual 
who is alienated because of knowledge and under-
standing, shown in his series on women specially in 
Being a Uomen ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
" S u n e e J a Brinds also engaged hiith the 
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f igurat ive or o rganic f igments Mhich form the 
inner dramatic s e l f . She is most successful in her 
Beyond Series and in her concentration through the 
specific posturesf delineated by the turns and 
grips of f ingers alone .. 21 
Tyeb Mehta's despair, agony of the 
helpless, marking his se1f-restrie ted iconography 
reached to the icon of Kali, representing the 
deeply tragic compound indicating an image of India 
itself, the half-gentle half hostile en vilHanmen t . 
The same agony and helplessness and human suffering 
is shown in his Rickshaw Puller (1982) 
The agonising fear of the fugitive is 
replaced by the ferocity of the proclaimed outside 
in Souza. Akbar Padamsee has experimented with art 
films, done figuratives in grey which irradiated 
states of eternal suspense of sorrow. 
1980's artist represents many art styles 
and technique - figurative, nonfigurative objec-
tive,non- objective, faddists, charlatans, etc. 
And all of them had galleries to show them and 
Patrons to by their works. Earlier the sale of art 
works was confined to foreigners. Now the corpo-
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rate sector, small entrepreneures, upper middle 
class and of course the various government agen-
cies, akademies, societies are the principal Pa-
trons, various artist camps, festivals and art 
exhibition of regional, national and international 
were aranged with full force. 
The two contemporary Indian art exhibit-
ioBS in Tate Ballery of Britain and Oxford showed 
the work of almost all the prominent artists during 
1982. In this continuation the two Triennale 1982 
and 1986 brings the world art at home, and the 
East-west visual arts encouter organised by NCPA 
during 1985. Aimed to reflect modern art specially 
in cantest of the antagonism between individual 
creativity and experimentation versus communication 
in art, which appeared as a major problem for the 
whole world artists, who preferred individual ex-
pressionism. 
The art patronage wide spreaded 
The art galleries come up to boost 
awareness among the people, though sophisticated, 
highly professional galleries had yet to emerge - a 
gallely conforming to the highiEst or international 
standards. Many Akademies in all the major cities 
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both at the national and regional levels, started 
playing a pivotal role in promoting art and ari-
tists through puplications, reproductions, semi-
nars,direct purchases cultural exchanges etc. 
similarly the national gallery of modern art, 
AIFACS and the Indian council for cultural relation 
actively involved in art promotion. 
The contemperary art scene of 90's is 
more mfiture and more aware and is like a lush 
forest with fruits of many varieties, each indi-
vidually unique in taste. The mature and (Establish 
artists continue with a big bunch of new talents, 
emerging on the scene. Among the establish artists 
"Hussin once sgsiin being talked of w i t h r e s p e c t" .'^ •^  
He is acknowledged as an unusual artist. 
Husain,s three major exhibitions in 
Calcutta and Delhi were a reawakening of serious 
interest. The first of these was a dutobiographica 1 
paintings Vintage Husain. It expressed wit, nostal-
gia, irenic distance and mastery over visual lan-
guage. The second opensd in Calcutta at the Tata 
C e n t r e , e n t i t l e d Job Charnock s Suta nuti 1690 ta 
Satyaj i t Ray's Mahanagar 1990, he a l s o referred it 
as pages from a diary. These paintings were done in 
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acrylic on brown paper. The paper was then crushed 
and crumpled producing interesting textural ef-
fects. They were thumbtacked on to black panels. 
Quite often the theme of the painting was extended 
to the panels with feverishly drawn chalk sketches. 
I nstsil Istions; Theatre of the Absurd, the third o n e 
mounted by art Heritage in Delhi offered a complete 
counter point. 
1990 ends with a new sensational form of 
art,Computer painting. It's the first time that 
paintings have been transfe r^e d directly from com-
puter screen to canvas. In this meeting of mind and 
machine ,the brush and byte,the master mind Abhay 
liangaldas and Sonal Zaveri invites nine leading 
Indian artists to work on a new generation of Apple 
Machintosh computers, and create computer aided 
c anvases. 
With the aid of a Mouse the artists 
could use simulated materials like brushes, paints, 
pastels, charcoals, and so on and choose from a 
palette of about a million colours, within seconds 
they could make imagesappear or alter, advance or 
recede and introduce other Photographed images, 
sketches or written texts with the help of a diigi-
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tal scanner. These pictures were transferred on to 
canvas from the computer image with computer con-
trolled ink jets to achieve a very flat uniform 
texture.21 Large canvas was the result of the 
ex per imen t. 
Husain the energetic artist of 90's says 
" I envision a time w h e n , s i t t i n g here^l Mill be 
a b i e to da a mursl in Takye. The scale has changed, 
man has moved from canvas to i n f i n i t e space. Art 
has to reflect t h i s . The a r t i s t can not any more 
s i t in his studio and work on a painting for two 
years. W e need push-butten speed now — to capture 
the speed of thought ,. 2 3 
Experimental art is one of the major 
perspective among the young artists of 90,s. Mixed 
msdium is more popular in self expression. Bombay 
artist Sujata Bajaj's monotype paintings are like a 
breath of fresh air. Degas discovered this mone-
type, which is part painting and part engraving, it 
is created by inking a metal sheet mostly copper -
working on it with colours or Internal accesories 
and then putting it under the press to obtain 
harmony among diverse elements. It come out as 
"part pre-meditation and part surprise".^^ S u j a t a 
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bajaj'5 earlier exhibition maads differs her 91'5' 
Energy where she is inspired with Tribal Art. 
Experiments have been legion in the 
genre:Some artists have worked with glass instead 
of copper. Giridhar Bowd's glass paintings are 
small yet intensely powerful in the way they 
bring alive the narrative form in his Mild Monkey 
Catchers and A Garden. Though his is a figurative 
art, he has his own perception of how to use the 
figure as a central motif. 
Delhi-based painter, Dhiraj Chaudhry's 
painting always revolving around the subject of 
women. He dabbled with the medium of pen and ink, 
mixed mediums and paintings in oil and acrylic. He 
s a y s : "The art scene a l l around has changed^ people 
in the west are experimenting w i t h n e w forms and 
materials. Sound and l i g h t has given a n e w dimen-
sion to pa int ing. Terrycot canvases are being used 
hfith thick layers of paint so that the pa int ing 
comes close to sculpture. But people in India t^ill 
not accept i t . This ave rs ion to the n e w is also the 
reason behind trash selling more than good pa int ing 
in the market".^^ 
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Gopi Bajwani is known more as a design 
artist. He describes his recent oil and mixed media 
on paper as melody in sbstrsct ion, A work like 
T ransformat ion has a variety of colours cascading 
on the paper, creating contrasting sheens of light. 
Reflection of foV'tn has a textural background. 
Although it is easy to misconstrue Vivan 
Sundaram's assemblage of engine oil and charcoal on 
paper as a gimmick, it is to be viewed in fact as a 
some what iconoclastic gesture. 
Acrylic is being used as a more comfort-
able medium specially by the young artists Samir 
Bhattacharya, in his metropolis projecting elongat-
ed, fleshy, sensuous female forms. Debashis Chak-
rabarty, perfering violent distortion of forms with 
a loud colour scheme, in his , Brutality of fact. 
One more Calcutta artist Utpal Sinha evoke Matis-
sensqe male and female nudes in the images of the, 
Men and women,series in acrylic. 
Interestingly, the narrative mode has 
now caught root even among artists who were skepti-
cal ab^t it, before. The abstractionist trend is 
loyally upheld, however, by J . J . graduates. 
Krbhanamachari Bose is presently the one 
with maximum premise, Sunil Gawde use roller tech-
nique, producing poetic motions. Usha Gawade seems 
to be breaking fresh ground, has managed to project 
her vision.In some young artists of Calcutta, the 
flashes of technical of human forms, perhaps an out 
come of a search for a modern idiom, disrupts the 
visual effect at times. Most of the artist's works 
border on the abstract. 
Manoj Sarkar used multiple layers of 
colours, human presence and developed a visual 
conveying serenity and sanctity. Salil Bhattachary 
Debasis Bhattacharya,Mr. Motilal Chakaraborti, 
Jyotibrata Majumdar,Supriya Das and Sudip Chatter-
jee are among the young artists of Calcutta. 
Most artists say that they generally 
chose their subjects subcone tSvC iosly. The choice may 
(5 
be the result of p e,p le they may have met or incid-
ents that might have taken place in childhood or 
even long ago in history, that have left an indeli-
ble impressin on thir minds. 
Bombay based painter Deepak Sinde de-
clares with a flourish: " f^rt must be a d ia logue, 
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otherhiise i t remains a mere pictor ia 1 design, a 
dead one „ 26 He refers to his exploration as flash-
es from the mundane ex istence. L i k e h i s p^^ntaing 
Neera Kend ra. The simple movements of the hdwker, 
the coolie, the liftman hold relevance for him. His 
constant endeavour is to be involved with the human 
cond i tion. 
Rameshwar Broota Switches over a varity 
of subject as he grow mature. His earlier series of 
work was Gorilla high lighted the animal instincts 
of human beings, and their dbsession with money and 
power. Now it's others space. 
Bombay-based artist Jehangir Jani's 
characters in painting are delibe rately faceless. 
He feels, a face conveys a fixed from, a clear idea 
about the person, which is shown in his portrayal 
of four women deeply engrossed in the ancient game 
of c hosad. 
Claustrophobia hits one through his 
painting with a large empty hall where two woman 
suffocating with emptiness and loneliness without 
any communication between the two. 
Naina Konodia, Arul Raj, Sivanesan, 
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Neeraj Goswami, Mona Rai, Dilip Tamuly and Brij Raj 
Goel are the name with a promising attitude. All 
are more close to social and human cendition always 
looking forward with new experiments. 
The helpless condition of human being 
specially of woman, is depicted by many artists 
including female artists as Imtiaz Dharker in her 
Purdsh series. Her Living spsice depicts a world 
held together by fragile structures-scaffolding, 
clothes lines, broken beams — and yet ,paradoxical-
ly, bursting with life. 
A Calcutta artist Maurice Fernandez who 
used mixed medias and bear more obvious evidence of 
influence of Cubist and Surrealist, painings Girl 
in the Mirror project a distorted woman holding a 
magic mirror in hand reflects her as a beautiful 
girl with a sad, sensitive face. 
Canchal Mukharjee a figurative Calcutta 
arist showc his monumental lady fig. In The 
Thinker and Ua i t ing. His characters are mysterious, 
charming but haunting and un efift hly. Arun Goswami's 
style of smooth colour blending, realistic brush 
work with sketchy, rough and emotive strokes evek-
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ing a dreamscape peopled with bizarre characters, 
grotesque birds, tense look, as in Night of 
Love,Dresm and Dream Love. 
Calcutta artist Abhijit Mitra's charac-
ters often woman^ is distorted figuration, seems to 
interact uncomfortably with social realities around 
them s e e n in C anno uf 1 age, Victim 1 and Rear hiindoh/ I 
and I I . 
A number of important group shows comes 
up during 90's those are worth mentioning. In 
Sparrow show Jyoti Bhatt, Prabhakar Barwe, Rekha 
Rodwittiya, Novjet, Manu Parkh displayed in water 
colour or ink, while Altaf's oil on canvas is 
t i t l e d ^n a r t i s t in the process of contemplating 
mysteries of death and dying. 
Journeys Uithin Landscapes w a s the self 
explanatory title of the group-show at the Jehangir 
Art Gallery. Most of the Participating painters in 
this exhibition have demonstrated that a landscape 
like a portrait, is not just that. It might infact, 
encompass a vast field of psyche-cultural memory 
and be aptly embroidered in the prevailing matrix. 
As in all forms of art, here too, the individualist-
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ic idiom is enriched by a teleological universal 
order. Paradoxically it is also pertinent to each 
artist in his own private manner, his method of 
expression and his psychical input. 
Gulam Sheikh's Preda.tar is a strident 
protagonist. Images, symbols, reams of memory man 
the inscaped constructs. Bhupen Khakars Gulf war, 
the destruction and the bubble of disrupted humani-
ty is all very well done. Rekha Rodwittiya's 
a r o u s i n g p o r t r a y a l of Ameenai — virgin of Rocks 
lingers in one's own scape after having redefined 
it. 
Journey within landscapes then are an 
exploration of the unfathomble topography of the 
creative mind. 
A sense of scepticim and doubt predomi-
nates in the work of most of the artists exhibited 
in the Display Gallery at Vakil lane during Mar-93. 
The most powerful of these is a Ramachandran can-
vase, The Anatomy clasSf where he takes up the 
Renaissance passion for science and carries us to 
its debasement and distortion.presided over by the 
image of Adolf Hitler. 
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B h a b e s h S a n y a l ' s Politicians facing a 
Camera, which shows them with masks on their faces, 
play—acting, posturing and in general exhibiting a 
duality. This duality is visible also in the 
masked figure of M,K, Puri, an early version of 
the man-monkey imagery of Rameshwar Broota; and the 
ominous Grey Sky of Amitava Das, showing a man 
bending before the storm where a tree stands firm. 
In the same show, Arpana Caur, with a work of 1981 
entitled Missing Audience, already reflects the 
emergance of a new imagery of helplessness that a 
younger generation was to take up a few years 
1 ater. 
Kalpana Mohanty Rai's paintings have a 
haunting imagery, and the dream-like canvases of 
Devendra Shukla and Datatraya Apte. Obviously the 
optimism of the dreamscape, which is essentially an 
imagery without moorings and in the process of 
dissolving. Kelala Artist, Ajay K u m a r s recent 
series that have emerged out of the experience of 
the Kerala floods, and the helplessness of man in 
the face of natural calamity, remind one of the 
work of Paritosh Sen after the Bengla Desh typhoon. 
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Ajay Kumar tried an adequate imagery to 
portray the helplessness that has almost paralysed 
our lives in a climate where scandals atrocities 
are every day occurrances, with a fluidity and 
translucence of colours. When man's capacity to 
transform his condition is at a low ebb, the artist 
too uses that basic defence mechanism of nature, 
bright colours, to ward off the attacks of preda-
tors . 
At Sallery Masterp iece in Delhi three 
important show6 were done during Mar. 1992 . First 
was the black and white drawings of Gaitonde. The 
second was a Ganesh Pyne show, again of brilliant 
black and white drawings, third was of Manish Kamal 
Biswas, a new name in the art world known as the 
enfant terrible of the Bombay art world. The 
acrylic on paper centres around the theme of Kali. 
His work has a haunting quality, mysterious and an 
epic sea 1e. 
Group shows and auction's acquaintance 
with commercialisation of art increases during 90's 
though it's some time used for fund raising. In 
Sept.90 - Husain's Birthday auction's money went 
for the gulf evacuess. Nov.90's Ashish Balaram 
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Nagpal auctioned Manjit Bawa'5 paintings of animals 
for animal hospitals in Delhi. 
During 80's and earlier also many auc-
tions were done to help the organisations like CRY, 
Help Age India Bombay Art Society and others those 
are actively involved in social welfare. 
"The motif is also to help the young 
Artists to come up as Padamsee notes about 1991 
Help Age auction that Mr. Gilani and Lakshmi Lai, 
hfriter on art, uho selected the Paintings have 
managed to obtain the works of seve ra1 younger 
painters. And they are from all parts of India 
this time, unlike the last. They include: Atul 
Dod iya f Am itava Das, Arpita Sings, Bikash Bhat-
tacha rj ee, C.Bud ik ins, C.Doug 1 as, Reddappa Naidu, 
Jehang ir Sabavala ^ Rekha Rodwitt iya, K.G. Subraman-
yan, Shamshad Husain, Thotaa Tharani and Yusuf 
Arakkal".^7 
According to Lakshmi Lai: "the art 
market is a whole network of c i rcumstances ^ such as 
rising levels of awareness, an accelerating gallery 
movement and increased art activity. Besides, 
auctions have brought a lot of international atten-
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tion to con tempo r a ry Indian art"'^" not o n l y a t t e n -
t i o n , but "art got respectabi 1 ity" ^^^^ s a y s K h o r s h e d 
Gandhy of chemould. 
The Homage auction of 12 sets of Bikash 
Bhattacharya's canvases at vistoria memorial in 
Calcutta during 1992. Homage was conceived as a 
special project to remember some of the great sons 
of Bengal who are integral to story of Calcutta. 
Money matters has entered in art as we 
see a few well established and popular artist's work 
fetching very high rates as M.F. Husain's, Satish 
Gujral's and Anjolie Ela Menon's and few other, 
comparatively the younger artists. This factor 
creating a kind of dissatisfaction among them. 
In the past, art flourished as the 
direct result of the Patronage given to artists by 
royalty, and today the royal patrons have been 
substituted by the moneyed class. The new art 
anf/areness that has invaded the urban home where a 
painting or two by a contemporary artist is an 
integral part of the drawing room has also helped. 
There are several factors that influence art, 
tangible among them fellow artists, buyers, gallery 
owners and critics. At times, these prove to be 
hurdles in the artist's growth or rather, his 
evolution, since he has to, whether unconsciously 
or not, resort to compromises, or, stay within 
certain Parameters that are defined by the above 
mentioned factors. 
The gallery owners play an important 
role. Though concerned with creative works of art, 
they are torn between the creative and financial 
aspects of art. As Kesav Malik says: "They are in 
fact, caught in a d i lemma - i^hether to make money 
or to serve a r t " . ^ ^ 
M.F.Husain has strongly condemned the 
commercial aspect of art. In 1992 He erased six of 
his paintings in Calcutta at the Tata Centre, as a 
symbolic gesture to express resentment against the 
commercial side of painters and art dealers. 
His SHWETAMBARI was another protest 
against the commercialisation of art. He says: "I 
was insp ired by a scand inavian poet nfho came out 
uith a book of blank y^^erse,, w h i c h he c a J i e d , w h i t e 
is supj^er i^bundant" .^^ 
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CHAPTER - III 
we rRe/\/DS f/\/ /(fODfJ?/i/ //i/P/A/i/ ART 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
The declaration that India dcjesnot have 
any tradition should be condemned,but the validity 
of this declaration by F.N.Souza could be realized 
with his observation. He said "We have no t raid i t ion 
in this country. In art or l e t t e r s , . . . . we have no 
continuity in our culture^no development: it has 
been invaded successfully and destroyed by vandals, 
miss ionar ies, conquistadors and victo rians. Nor 
have we had the vitality to give birth to new 
trad it ions, to create new forms, 1iterary and 
a r t i s t i c , springing from the waste and d i1ap idat ion 
that surrounded — and s t i l l surround — us". 
Souza blames the invaders in destroying 
the rich cultural heritage which India possessed. 
He continued "....of course, we did have an ancient 
heritage, a great culture and a great civilization 
which, also, we can no longer inherit, because 
between the anc ient and the contemporary there is 
too wide a breach, an unbridged gorge, a hiatus ,. 2 
This wide breach was tried to bridg by 
the progressive artists in Bengal. The Bengal 
School served as a model for many art school, There 
was nothxng unusual in this art, it w««%>^ ):i^ f^i'ta%^ fWiav 
XVo-^ i^^w 
the Ajanta, Moghul and Rajput Schools with occa-
sional Chinese and Japanese features. 
Though the revival of the national 
artistic aspiration represented in the works of 
Abanindranath Tagore and Nandlal Bose followed by 
land marks set by Jamini Roy and Amrita Shergil 
were endeavors that were national but their ambi-
tion was to become international. The Bombay paint-
ers, who professed to challenge Bengal, tried to go 
back to the ancient fresco tradition. They all 
tried to build up the continuation gap which was 
created by the British Victorian art and was not in 
any case the spiritual expression. It was based on 
optical reality which was foreign to our tradition 
in art, and so resulted in a confusion of values. 
This optical reality is explained by 
prof.O.C.Gangoly which is based on scientific 
principles of perspective, while Indian spiritual 
expressive quality is the value of line and the 
imaginative use of form. The Renaissance art is 
more close to perspective and optical reality while 
the Modern art is nearer to traditional because 
ancient Indian traditional art also deals with the 
spiritual expression as modern art does. 
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From the very beginning of Bengal art 
revivalism the conflict continued that whether 
assimilate the ancient Indian traditional forms or 
the modern concept of new forms. One forcing to go 
back to the ancient and criticizes the progressives 
as the imitators. The other which is progressive 
accepts all the new form, techniques and style. 
Raza tries to clarify this conflict: 
" T o d a y i t is not the story of the t r a d i t i o n that 
has lived long, but of a growing tradition^ in a 
continuous process of e v o l u t i o n , . . . " T h i s c o n v i n c e 
that tradition doesn't mean the old but that which 
goes with time, which continues and changes with 
environment. 
The tradition protest against any inno-
vation or critical attitude hampers the normal 
progress which was long time back warned by Kalida-
s a , q u o t e s M o t i C h a n d r a : "kalidasa in the Malavi-
kagnimitra uttered a note of warning: 
Puranamityeva na sadhu sarvan na 
chapi Kavyaa navaMlt.yavadyaM 
Santah parikshyanyataradhajante 
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Mudhah parapratyayaneya buddhih. 
{"Uhstever is old is nat nGceBBsrily 
excel lent J neither is the new in arts or poetry 
blatme worthy . The crit ics 1 otnd sccampl ished mind 
after exdimining VA r ious forms chooses the right 
ones while the und iscern ing fool follows the path 
laid down by others.") 
It took a long time for Indiana to real-
ize that modern art is not in any case different 
from their own tradition. As Raza exclaimed : 
"...Many of us are inclined to think that i t has 
nothing to do with our ancient culture, that i t is 
not a serious affair and if encouraged will have 
ruinous effects. . . . ' 
Modern art is also nearer to the artis-
tic expression of the great human tradition and is, 
in a way, much more comprehensible to an oriental 
art. There is a positive impact of the East on 
modern art. So it is not foreign any way but : "If 
i t grew first in F ranee, Germany or Italy, i t was 
only because the s ituat ions there were mare 
suitable for i t s growth".^ 
After Independence it was possible for 
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artists to travel to other countries and acquaint 
themselves with the works of their contemporaries 
abroad. Every Indian Painter expressed himself 
through figurative work of one kind or another. 
The field was divided some what equally between the 
old guard of acaelemism and the rear guard of the 
Bengal School. Depending on where they stood their 
ground, in Bombay or Calcutta. The norms of physi-
cal beauty in man and women were considered ele-
ments in a good composition. Richard Bartholomew 
says: "The grest mass of srtistSf caught between 
tuvo world and insulated from being truly familiar 
with the canons and pract ice of the West because of 
patriotism and the blockade of the war, was primar-
ily academ ic ..7 
In his reply given to a questionnaire 
issued by the Silpi Chakra, a society of painters 
in Delhi he said: "no painter today can be ignorant 
of the trends in the Mest, without being the poor-
e r . Nor can he completely avoid being im i t a t ive 
for he has to absorb the accumulated k nowledge in 
the continuity of European art during a single 
lifetime. To go through the essential paces he 
must repeat something of the achievements of the 
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Eurapeains . I t is a question of necess i t y , not of 
g 
d e s i g n . . . . ' 
He suggests: "... it is clesr thst the 
Indian pa inter pa int ing in o i l (as is the case of 
most of the major pa inters today) must examine , 
analyze and reconstruct the plastic effect ach ieved 
since easel painting came in to existence in Eu-
rope...." he e x p l a i n e d his s u g g e s t i o n f u r t h e r : 
" . . . t h e Indian expressionist can not but be condi-
tioned (not necessa r i 1 y influenced } by the hfork of 
Van Gogh, Gauguin, by the b r i l l i a n c e of the impres-
s i o n i s t s . He wili have to take his bearings from 
the T itan ic world of Picasso, learn from the orien-
tal 1ushness in colour and design in Mat i s s . . M 9 
He supported the younger painters of 
p r o g r e s s i v e a p p r o a c h : "...emotion is not t r a d i -
tionp nor the at^areness of historical a f f i n i t i e s . 
Ex per ience is always and invariably contemporary, 
and from experience we get a concept of integral^ 
significant from. Here the Indian pa inter is Indi-
an. Our Younger painters l i k e Husain, Gade, Bend re, 
Samant, Pai, etc. are each differently influenced 
by the Mest. Their d rawing (based on temple sculp-
ture and the folk motif) is Indian. Their use of 
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flaming, and unsubdued calaur, is Indian. Because 
no pa inte r is born suddenly mature in araft and 
experience f influence is heal thy, I f ass imilated 
i n t e l l i g e n t l y . The copyists one easily distinguish-
able from the experiments. ^nd a period of transi-
t i o n , as today, must be experimental". 
The Point made by these artists were 
clear and justified but: "The fact was that we had 
been im i t a t ing f adopt ing techniques and manner isms, 
of the contempa rary Western art to project not our 
experiencef or experience of our own consciousness, 
but to reproduce and man i f est the attitudes and 
approach to l i f e and nature existing in other 
cultures. I only hope that this alienation has not 
taken hold of us for good; for, i t is common 1y 
believed that the attitudes and mannerisms we are 
projecting today, are of an internat iona1 or global 
nature" .^'^ Protested Prof. P.N. Mago against 
imi tation. 
This criticism contradicted with Moti 
Chandra's convincing reminding about the assimila-
tion of other cultures in Indian art since a very 
long t i m e : "... Maurayan art successfully assimi-
lated elements from Western Asia and Persia^ Gand-
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Aia ra art imb ibed Greeca— Roman influences to gain 
d i s t inct ion f and sassan ian influences are consp icu-
ous in the art of /Qjanta- The Moghul school was 
founded on Pers ian trad i t ion and the pa inters in 
i t s ate 1iers did not fight shy of European in-
fluences. If such w a s the trend in anc ient India^ 
why in the present day of amity and inte rnat iona1 
understanding should a r t i s t i c influences from the 
Uest by condemned 7 . . . " ^ ^ 
F.N. Souza also gives a convincing point 
in f a v o u r of a s s i m i l a t i o n : "Van Gogh copied Ja-
panese pr ints f Matisse drew from Pe rs ian min-
iatures, P icasso l i f t e d from African carv ings, 
Gauguin painted in the South Sea Is1ands. Even 
earlier Rembrandt made drawings from Mughal paint-
ings and Beethoven read from the upan ishads" . ^'^ 
These revolting explanation during early 
60's shows the curious efforts made by the Indian 
artist to spread his wing to fly beyond the nation-
al barriers. Moti Chandra explains: "It is encour-
aging to note that our artists are to some extent 
aware of the dangers of sheer imitat ion and a rir 
constantly trying to evolve their own forms and 
idioms^ in keeping with the Indian genius. Out of 
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the f i r s t chsos and mesn ingless techn ics1 ex per i -
mentat ion f a def i n i t e Indian intemat iona1 in i t s 
approach but t^edded to the s o i l , is gradua 1 ly 
coming to the surface. f^nd this must be encouraged 
by a sympathet ic understand ing of the problems 
persisting. Harsh and pompous c r i t i c i s m is bound 
to do s e r i o u s damage to the future of Modern Indian 
1 4 
flrt". This warning seemed more valuable than the 
discouraging criticism. 
The late 50'S work expressionism and a 
new realism are the principal forms which make a 
fundamental departure from the art of last decade, 
depicting the spectacle of life in the cities and 
in the villages. There is a new idealism, almost 
idyllic. This can be discerned in the rural motifs 
which are based either on folk forms or on the 
iconography of the illuminate manuscript... We have 
the starker images of man haunted by the spectators 
of hunger, unemployment, social castigation and 
psychological conflict that borders on neuroses, 
This figurative aspect was changed with 
abstract painting by the end of the 5 0 ' s : "Why did 
Indian painters at the end of the f i f t i e s and in 
the early sixties returned to abstract art? In 
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their own individusl m^inner amd style they were 
successful with the figure, the landscape, and the 
emot ive idiom. And why, in the mid- s ixt ies, they 
again returned to figure 7..." 
The answer could be traced differently 
as K.K. Hebbar says "Figurative Art lived a long 
undisturbed life from the primitive period until 
the end of the 19th. century. A long life chequered 
with severa1 evolut ionary changes, left unchal-
lenged. But the sensat iona1 d iscover ies of the 
present era in the field of sc ience and techno logy 
widened the vista of the artists and the sense of 
enquiry within him urged him to sea rch beyond the 
surface. In this search for inner reality^ his 
intuitional, emotional and intellectual faculties 
came to his aid. In add it ion to this desire in 
creative man the change in the political and eco-
nomical sphere all over the world gave him an 
opportunity to assert his sense of ind ividua1ity. 
This se1f—acquired freedom of expression opened a 
new horizon for the c reat ive artist and the various 
revolut ionary changes became effect ive from the 
beg inn ing of this culm inat ing in N ihi1 ism. Between 
the two ex tremit ies a balanced approach is being 
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ex <plored by many a contemporary a r t i s t all a\^er the 
world".^^ 
The individualistic attitude seems 
responsible for giving birth to abstract art as 
Dhan Raj Bhaga^t criticise "...Devoid of his social 
responsibility, he functions on an extremely per-
sonal levelf his problems being essentially his own 
and so the solutions. . . . ' 
The abstract art is explained by K.S. 
Kulkarni as: "The meaning of abstractianf as I see 
i t , is to draw away from a mass of visual impres-
sionSf that is to represent i t s very essence. This 
trend is evident in the firts produced in va r ious 
periods of history..." He informs that i " . . . I t is 
suggested that the non- f igurat ive art forms best 
eK press the contrad ict ion, f rust rat ion love and 
hate of our trouble times".^Q 
This further explained by Chintamoni Kar 
that : "It'iithe sphere of abstract art, the new 
images seemed to be veering towards to d if fe rent 
s e n s i b i l i t i e s - one which s t i l l retains an interest 
in feeling, animation and life as we sense i t in 
nature, and the other which is quite insens i t ive to 
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life or animation, but not to dynamism or automa-
tion...."^t^ These two sensibilities could be Pop 
and Op art. 
The existence of abstract art noticed as 
K . S. Kulkarni reminds: " . . . t h e r e has been plenty of 
non f igurat ive art Produced through out the ages. 
Most of the symbols produced through out the ages. 
MOst of the symbols produced by different civiliza-
tion are wonderful examples of nan-f igurat ive 
art...." He further explainc,: "This is a language of 
art, uhich expresses out century and the uorld in 
which we express out feeling.... Our Art has a 
spec if ic mean ing for us because it is the 1anguage 
that we speak and which has the capacity to con-
tain temporary feeling".^Q 
But there are artists who are not com-
fortable with this abstract concept as J. Sultan 
Ali says: "In f igurative works, I feel that I am 
able to bring out different kinds of express ions 
and rasas, as we have in Indian aesthQ.t ic. I can 
not convey these significant moods in abst ract 
style where main concern is with arrangements of 
non visual form and harmony of colours"..^^ 
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Richard Bartholomew gives the reason 
behind this fluctuation about figurative and non-
f i g u r a t i v e : " I have no doubt thsit these pa inte r 
f e l t that the figure game had been played out by 
then^ and ne ithe r of them had gone through the 
whole grind ing experience of graph ic express ion ism 
of delineating themes and presenting unmistakably a 
v i e w of l i f e through them — but had merely used the 
figure as a kind of symbol, the figure was done 
away with, when there was no need for symbolical 
express ion. . . . " 2 2 
While these symbol continued in abstract 
form as Chintamani Kar say: " . . . I t was with the 
advent of the cubism that the final curtain f e l l 
and art became completely liberated from the t r a d i -
tion of represent ing optical images and comm i t t e d 
to guide another aim, that of subs i t u t ing abstract 
or symbo1ic forms of images.,.."23 
Ricloard Bantholomew describe abstrac-
tion: "...In relation to art i t is a process of 
c reat ive ex press ion adduc ing ideal and abstract 
va1ues f referring to the inhe rent form of the idea. 
I t is also a mode of express ion which though non-
representational embodies i n t r i n s i c feeling and 
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avertly formal values. /Abstract a r t , »hich is the 
product of the process of abstract ion <, has very-
concrete qua 1 i t ies a presence uhich not only sus-
tains sensuous connotat ions but presupposes that 
the art effect possesses sub 1im i t y because i t has 
been free from descriptive meaning".^m 
Thus abstraction makes it's prospect as 
broad and wide as universe itself, that gives the 
artist much freedom of expression than figurative 
art. This prospect though during the later decade 
creates problematic situations. Krishna Reddy says: 
"... Today we stand puzzled natching out age-oId 
culture and a present f u l l of confus ion on one hand 
and the pressures of the Uestern world on the 
other, in which some people are busy he 1p ing them-
selves". He criticises the e>; presson is t individual-
ism. He calls these artists: "...JittJe creatures, 
preoccupied with (our) own narrow and selfish 
problems, With his inner sel^ frozen as i t i s , man 
is unable to face the outside world...." The ma-
chine world does not assimilate with his ideas: 
" . . . H e has lived in a world of contradictions and 
c o n f l i c t . He has comprom ised with a gigantic 
machine which is the commercial frame work...." 
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"Caught up in this speed, even the 
a r t i s t is confused. His ambition s t i r r e d , he turns 
his studio in to a product ian u n i t , man ipulat ing 
his medium and constantly inventing, the reward 
being recognition, ultimate fame and comfort. His 
nark suffers from the lack of se 1 f—express ion and 
depth. Lacks poetry and philosophy as there is no 
time ipreflect or contempl ate. For his art is not 
uay of l i v i n g but is made for the gallery".^^ 
The artist during 70's felt the need to 
be Indian in spirit and Indigenous in inspiration. 
So the Tantric art. Folk art, iconic images and the 
symbolic art became quite a vogue in the early 
JO'S. "The most successful of the modern paintings 
based on indigenous sources are Tantric. S a y s J a y a 
A p p p a s a m y : "This label houever, is controversial, 
because the a r t i s t s uho use their formulae are not 
pract ic ing tantrics in original sense of this word 
nor do they use the pictures as devices to aid 
their contemp1 at ion. They are t a n t r i c in-so-f ar-as 
the ancient Yantras, manda1 as or other d iagrams 
have served as o r i g i n . . . . " ^ j 
S.A Krishanan says: "K.C.S. Panik 
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ar s . 
utards and symbols Mill h a v e to he, therefore, 
regarded as an echo of the cryptic content of the 
astrological chart or a page from a mystery- ridden 
mathematical note book". 
The tendency towards religious, symbolic 
and mysticism is explained by S.A. Krishnan: "The 
landscapes of J. S»am inathan are in a quite <, con-
templative moodf Mith a l l elements of rock, bird 
and plant acquiring a serenity »hose preoccupat ion 
owes to the Upanishad ic thoughts. So also the 
concept of Biren De Uhose c reat ions are the v is ions 
of th effulgent l i g h t , flame and f i r e of the Upa-
n ishads. Dhanraj Bhagat O w e s very much to the idea 
of genesis, and to the tuin l i f e principles of 
Sive-Sakt imf Qm Prakash's is an immaculate concept 
of colour and space, and an orchestral quality 
which attains the level of music. Haridasan i s , 
again, inspired by the Purusha- Prak r i t i theme, and 
the doctrine of Bija (the seed), and Yantra (tan-
t r i e diagrammatic symbol). His use of the decora-
tive element is on a purposefully conscious levels 
Santosh stands quite apart, in a sense... his work 
is a most graphic and impeccable realization of the 
tant ric ideal of non- ascet ism. He depicts the 
u n i o n of Sivai and Sakti in an exoteric manner^ 
regard ing Be>: as the supreme symbol of the 
senses".27 
The metaphysical aspect is common in all 
of them and a search for the identity. Since a 
very long time there is always two split concepts 
;t 
one searching for their own roots, their own iden tuy 
with a strong Ind ian-nessi While the other looking 
forward to establish a reputation among the Interna-
tional frame, to judge and to cultivate its own 
insight. About Triennale - India Jatin Das said: 
" . . . T r i e n n a l e gave me an opportunity to look beyond 
and look in to oneself in terms of personal i d e n t i -
ty and not Indian—ness: losing one's b a r r i e r " . 
"Before everything e i s e , the implications of an 
a w a r e n e s s of Internationa1 ism in contemporary art 
around the M/orld is a big bug hthich has b i t t e n 
everybody and those in the field of art are no 
exception. Internationalism is a concept arisen 
from the socia1 - economic super—structure of the 
nest, and as every thing else in art here i n i t i a l l y 
got the incent ive from the European Rena issance. 
Butf now the T r iennale as an event impels us to re-
assess and look into ourselves and review the art 
concept in today ' B context^ more in depthsr than 
look at things (as we have always been ) with the 
ktestern mind .By t h i s , I do not mean that we must 
have an Eastern mind or culture^ but c u l t i v a t e our 
oktn insight".-^Q 
Again the internationalism contradicted 
by p r o f . P . N . M a g o : "the contrad i c t ions of the e x i s t -
ing att itudes both in the visual and p l a s t i c arts^ 
are quite appa rent in the wor/cs and aspirations of 
many a r t i s t s . The work of post — independence pe r iod, 
part icularly of the 60's, 70's and S O , s reflect the 
timeSf the weight of c i v i l i z a t i o n that bears down 
on the a r t i s t ' s images, giving rise to an underly-
ing scene of confusion and turmoil. There is as 
much borrowing from Cub ism, Ex p ress ion ism and 
Ahst ract ion ism as suits the ind iv idua1 expressive 
need and purpose of the a r t i s t . There are wide-
scale visual and ideolog ica1 explorat ions in their 
work that are character i s t ic of the contempo ra ry 
art movement in Europe".^a 
About the contemporary art K.S.Kulkarni 
5 a y s : " . . . I t is for the f i r s t time in human history 
that the a r t i s t has to struggle hard to express his 
feelings and discover his own kind of 
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expression. . . . airtist has no direct guidance or 
help from a master...." out of these social and 
individual uncertainty and frustration he gives 
birth a new aesthetic and: "This aesthet ics has a 
perceptive visual reality as understood by the 
a r t i s t and expressed through his s e n s i b i l i t y . . . . " 
" . . . the handling of the pigment or drawing of the 
line i t s e l f can be satisfying art form".-^Q 
Now it is not easy to understand this 
kind of art without a thorough knowledge and under-
standing as Sibnarayan Roy says: "... By choosing 
to be ruthlessly abstract and non-representationa1, 
and by reflecting t r a d i t i o n a l l y handed doh/n tales, 
characte rs and symboIs as aids to commun icat ion, 
modern a r t i s t s have made i t exceedingly d i f f i c u l t 
for contemporary spectators to respond to or or 
penetrate their w o r i d . . . . " 3 * 
Even the role of media noticed poor: 
"The role of media and art c r i t i c s has not been 
effective so far and this is unfortunate. They have 
not been able to rouse public at^areness through 
their lucid and analyt ica1 assessments of art 
wor/f...."32 says Laxman Pai . 
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L.Munuswamy also criticises mass commu-
nication as: "The srrivail of mass aommun icait ion 
system and sophisticated softt^are technology is no 
doubt most welcome. But excessive or y/rong exposure 
for art and a r t i s t s in the media can lead to de-
basement of public taste and degradation of a r t i s -
t i c standards. ..." 3 3 
There is noescape from the tension in 
the unresolved paradox that despite the great 
interesting and wide variety of painting today, 
the artist is not satisfied with his situation and 
still bearing the communication gap. In this situa-
tion the Encounters with other artists and their 
philosophies make him feel comfortable and relaxed. 
It widens his own insight: "Today when to a great 
extent e1aborate concept iona1 work has taken the 
place of creat i v i t y r one talks of the disap-
pearance ^ yes, even the death of the a r i s t . Concep-
tional artf Happen ings and fluxes make new demands 
on the V iei^e r . What alone counts ^ noM, is his 
subjectively experienced understanding, ..."-^j^ s a y s 
Ursula Bickelmann. 
Each artist having a concept behind his 
work as Tyeb Mehta says: "... I do try to do 
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something different each time^ and I try ta build 
up a kind of a p i c t o r i a l vocabul ary of my oh/n s o 
that I can use i t time and again".-^^ 
es 
Prafulla Mohanti confessA: "My paintings 
help me to find hope in myself and in my l i f e , and 
I really hope i t will give others a sense of 
irony "3^ 
F.N.Souza explained: "... bihen I paint I 
just try to assemble certa in objects. For me the 
human figure is l i k e an object and I arrange i t on 
the support of the t h i n g . . . , " "...Most of my paint-
ings are very esote r ic in their concept and the 
technique f ... "37 
Bikash Bhattacharjee disclose: "I'm 
influenced by the cinema . . . . " " . . . I ' m inspired by 
film shots, their compos i t ion within a frame, 
S.H.Raza describes his present work: "My 
present work is the result of two para 1le1 enqui-
r i e s . Firstly^ i t aimed at pure plastic order, 
form-order. Secondly, i t concerns the theme of 
Nature. Both have converged in to a single point 
and become inseparable. The point, the bindu, 
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symbolizes the seed hearing the potential of a l l 
1ife, in a sense . . . . " 3 9 
Sunil Das a Calcutta artist says: "... 1 
l i k e things which have a lot of rhythm and 
energy...." " I paint from my core, I love human 
being<y^ a l l mank ind. So express my emot ions and 
feelings...."4Q 
For Gulam Mohammed Sheikh: "...painting 
has been a sort of confrontation from the 
t ime . 41 
In a way all these artist associate 
themselves with their surrounding and society but 
yet they are far from it, because still there is 
not much awareness among their spectators. Many new 
technical assimilation in oil painting shadowed 
it's pure form. Now artist are more curious about 
new techniques and medium which do not always gives 
a promising result. This some time noted misleading 
to young artists. 
The artist set their own philosophy, 
their own values and their own technique, anything 
is possible in their art world. They are the rebel-
lion of the society. 
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The professional auction houses, new art 
galleries, art dealers aad critics are more dominant 
(during late SO's and early 90's) than the artist 
himself. It also became difficult to judge the 
real and good work. 
S a y s B r o o t a : "It is unfortunsite that 
these days, the media is giving undue czavera.ge to 
some art i s t s . Consequently, w h a t e v e r they produce, 
be i t even inferior a r t , is being sold at exorbit-
ant pr ices f that has no bea r ing on the ratio and 
worth of the work. This is damaging the art scene 
to a great extent these days".^2^ 
The money aspect is encouraging cheSp 
art and hurried attitude of the artists today as 
K e s h a v M a l i k S a y s : "A number of a r t i s t s are thus 
gett ing swayed the other way round, the way that 
leads towards greener pastures and in the process 
are losing their creat i v i t y . But the buyer who has 
the money to squander buys without really under-
standing art and pays the price so a r b i t a r i l y asked 
for, thus encouraging the a r t i s t s further. This is 
actually vicious c i r c l e where both are propagating 
the wrong cause". 
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The name of the popular artists are 
enough to show the good taste and appreciation for 
the patrons today. Says Malik: "what maitters for 
them is the nsme - the s ignsture thst hangs in 
their draining rooms" . ^-^ 
Many artists are alleged of using eccen-
t r i c watys to be in lime light specially Husain is 
criticized for using unfai^ means and irrelevant 
style to protest against commercialisation of art: 
" he held ain exhib it ion in Delhi titled Theaitre 
of the Absurd in which he put up totally unconven-
tional f igures made of shredded paper. Visitors 
were both baffled and not a little start led when 
the experience was he ightened by the sound of 
crackling paper over which they had to walk . . . . " ^ ^ 
Suma Verughese points out: "...Whose 
paint ing on the occasion of his 75th. B irthday 
bash, was picked up by Parmeshwer Godrej far aver 
Rs.20 lakhSf really expect his protest against 
commercialisation to be taken seriously?... 
...If Husain really mean what he says, 
why doesn't he peg down his own rates 7 ..."^ = 
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All this criticism is valuable but 
when we talk about the development and progress of 
present art scene this could be avoided. The artist 
has reached his full maturity and ready to 
accept all the challenge, thrown by society and 
technology. The Computer Painting is one of them. 
What he needs to do is to educate and make the 
people culturally aware, that would help the people 
around in sharing the vortex of the artist's ex-
per ience. 
lOl 
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CHAPTER - IV 
FOCfR eO/^TEMPORAR^ /l\/DfA/^ ART/Sn 
(THE DEVELOPMENT AND THE 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THEIR WORK) 
S.H.Raza -
A ruthlessly sincere painter, he has 
made each aesthetic discovery a distinct phase of 
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t : "My preaccupatt ion during t h o s e 
y e a r s was nature and 1sndscape. The mast tenac ious 
memory of my childhood is the fear and'fasaination 
of the Indian forest".^ 
We see this complex of ideas, sensations 
and intuitions evocatively depicted in his paint-
ings of the mid 1950s. In \<illage 1956, \^illage of 
\ 
the same year or Cross under Storm 1957, we see 
\ • 
Raza's concerned for the opposition o f\ night and 
day, the hallucinating quality of the nig'ht and the 
fairy land of colours manifest under the \radiant 
sun. The implication of day and night are re n d e r e d 
as facets of intensely deep, saturated blues a n d 
blacks, and as brilliant impulses of white, orange, 
red and yellow. About his early paintings, he says:> 
" I t was an impressionistic style — more or less 
European - Particularly France - had already im-
pressed us, and there were i n f l u e n c e s " . . . . ^ 
The stabs, daubs and dashes of colour in 
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Blue Sky 1959 and Red Roofs 1959, applied sensi-
tively with the painting knife, propel and position 
colour construetiona11y. Raza has said: "The main 
theme af my paintings ie landscapes, My range is 
1imited, i t is deliberately s o . I feel that the 
inf i n i t e can be reached by concentration on simple 
objects f ideas or on some v i t a l aspects of l i f e . 
The essent ial requirement is pass ionate research 
which nith pers istence can lead to vision and 
percept ion."3 
Firstly the constructive quality of 
colour in painting, applied to the kaleidoscopic 
patterns of metropolitan Bombay, landscapes of 
central India, Rajasthan and Kashmir, then a re-
lease from the thraldom of the out side image and 
its replacement by an image constructed out of an 
inner perception, next autonomous colour determined 
by the necessities of an imagined formal architec-
ture and space relations. His vision, on his own 
admission, developed slowly and his formative 
period lasted 25 years. In this phase the style 
registers a violent transmu1 ation, bursting forth 
in a spontaneous overflow of powerful colour, of 
vermilion, prussion blue, viridian, orange chrome 
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and black, welded in brilliant patterns, instinct 
with a life created by the colours themselves. For 
colours has become energy, of infinite facets and 
possibilities, its orchestration determines the 
form and creates the space: and colour has become 
both form and subject. He says: "I worked on thsit 
not only before I l e f t Indian but patrticulsirly 
during the years I have been in France", j^ T h e i m a g e 
itself exists, however, even if faintly, informing 
the pattern with palpable references, but the 
dividing line between a conceptual image and an 
imagined abstraction can be very thin. 
He went through a period called Lyrical 
Abstraction he s a y s : "things Mhich even at that 
stage, were re 1 a ted to Indian music, where ragas 
and raginis are important".^ R a z a e m p h a s i s e s t h a t 
music is co-related to his work.he refers to a 
l a r g e c a n v a s c a l l e d G e r m i n a t i o n : "there is a pre-
planned structuref with some thing akin to teen 
t a l l , with the p o s s i b i l i t y of dividing the space 
and time in to squares, and where the col ours are 
arranged in a certa in order to create almost an 
orchestration of l i n e s , forms and colour. Some 
thing akin to music".f^ 
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The paintings done in acrylics, in Z^min 
1971, and Ossis 1975, this vision and perception is 
freed further from the slightest reference to 
representational elements. There are no specific 
forms that relate to architecture or to the forest, 
nor is there any indication of a point of view or a 
perspective. A dark, calligraphic structure or a 
series of impetuous notations float over a varie-
gated field of contiguously placed motifs which are 
luminates and streaked and veined with membraneous 
textures. 
His vision still need to be crystalized. 
He says: "I wanted to go a step fornaird, and my 
mind was drawn to Indian aesthet ics ^ Asian ethnog-
raphy-where f beyond the visual reality (Which we 
caJi mays}f there is greater reality to which we 
should accede".-J 
For three or four years, Raza under went 
a period of thought process - until he came to the 
realization that his vision had something to do 
with the bindu. His perception goes as: "it punc-
tuates our manuscripts. It is a sign with major 
metaphysical imp 1ications^ like a seed vital, a 
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symbol of human, natural and universal energy".Q 
The significance of the bindu developed 
gradually in Raza's mind. Ever since Raza received 
the full revelation of this symbol around 1975, his 
work has revolved around this seed. 
"It was a culmination of tuto parallel 
enquiries - one in to nature ^ inhere ul t imate ly you 
come to the seedf because from seed everything 
starts. And another^ p a r a l l e i , enquiry in to form -
A 
whole ten years of concentration of inner 1andscape 
on the basis of the life experience out side (bindu 
still seem immense) burst out as "A series of 
painting came out of this hallucinating realization 
— as if I was exploring a mind".i^Q 
hfhich, if you dissect ryou come to a point".t^ 
In artistic creation, the concept is of 
great importance, and Raza chose the oriental 
concept,"whatever the direction art expression may 
taker the 1anguage of form imposes i t s own inner 
logic and reveals infinite var iat ions and muta-
t i o n s . The mind can pe rce ive these mysteries only 
part i a l l y . The highest pe rcept ion is of an i n t u i -
t i v e order, where ail human faculties participate ^ 
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inclad ing inte1lect ^which is ultimately a minor 
psrt i<z ipAnt in the creat ive process. This stage 
is total bliss and defies analysis".^^ 
The metaphysical awakening, the fertili-
ty symbols as in Ma and other issues bordering 
indian spiritualism, (we have Naga^ Jala-B indu ^ 
Tree of life and Emergence) have persisted in his 
paintings. His canvases depict a point that becomes 
a circle around which there are four lines that 
makes it a square. At the heart of the circle a 
horizontal and vertical line intersect - and there 
are co1ours,radiating energy,his artistic purpose 
is instrinsica11y related to the genetic vocabulary 
of the point, the line ,colours and structural 
unity. In his own words: the task of art is to make 
things vis ible so that they may become objects of 
reflection. The latest paintings are whites and 
off- whites. It is Raza's effort now to move to-
wards serenity, towards simplicity, through his 
exploration of the (peace) rasa- which he considers 
the essence of perception of the paintings. The act 
of painting is a f Ditm of yoga, he ana 1 yses ." V'ou 
have to be so near to i t , that you stop thinking 
about yourself. You become a part of the whole 
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SLct iv^ity. and some of the best paint ings are creat-
ed in this elevated state where reason has l i t t l e 
access. I t is not the i n t e l l e c t that decides ^ i t is 
the instinct and essentially i n t u i t i o n , that have 
the upper hand".j^2 
Ra« KuMar — 
"The nature of passion changes. f^n 
a r t i s t only goes back to the Journey that he has 
crossed" 13 Though Ram Kumar's world picture has 
not changed since the 1950's his imagery has under-
gone a process of synthesis, refinement and rarefi-
cation. This has been a process of sub 1imination. 
There has been a subtractive process at work, as it 
were. The poignantly presented dramatic personae of 
figural works of 1950-54, which grow more stark and 
angular during 1954-58, totally disappeared during 
the people less but picturesque Sonjoli and early 
Banaras periods when Ram Kumar painted landscapes 
in 1958-61, in the year between 1962 and 1965 
abstraction and expressionism, between 1965-68 the 
city scape the picturesque period. 1970 onwards, 
there is a sense of flight for movement, and there 
is an aerial perspective. In 1980, during a month 
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of painting in New York, RamKumar discovered the 
immense mobility of acrylic. 
Ram Kumar's art makes Journeys in to 
time pas^ like emotions vividly recollected. And 
again he communicates in a language of suggestion 
and symbols. Which both covers and reveals, that 
both builds and dissolves tensions. 
Though in the end of the i940's Ram 
Kumar started his career as a painter of figure 
composition, and concentrated on depicting those 
who were destitucte in spirit and in body, by the 
middle of the 1950's the characteristic figurations 
were juxtaposed with a city back ground - facades 
of gaunt houses, desolate streets, lonely lamp-
posts, etc. The compositions were sombre and so 
were the palette - a brown, reddish, dull scheme 
generally. Gradually Ram intensified these composi-
tion by filling the picture frame with fewer fig-
ures placed boldly and dramatically in the fore-
ground, and by stripping the background of any 
specific reference to a locale. A pattern of 
jagged, splintered forms which comprised the quasi-
abstract environment supported the anguished and 
forlorn images of humanity portrayed. 
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In Ssid Taun, The father. Hidden Sorroi^s 
the existentialist point of view in regard to Ram 
Kumar's painting was on the whole supported by his 
paintings of the late fifties when the figure had 
become a sort of phantom. During this phase, a face 
and half figure momentarily swimming into focus 
then fading in to the desolation of the cityscape 
is more frequent. This face and figure had not only 
no class identity but no identity at all, and this 
presumably was the basis for the existentialist 
interpretation. The figure Ram Kumar painted had a 
soul, and the soul had its terrors and pathos. 
A trip to Greece in 1956 and two summers 
spent at Banjauli (near Simla) in the following 
years when Ram painted semi-abstract landscapes 
people melted in to thin air, there are distinct 
forms of houses and streets, a lamp-post or tele-
graph pole occasionally indicating their locale. In 
the back ground or in the foreground there were 
Bbstratct formations. 
There is one strange and remarkable 
painting by Ram Kumar of the Banjoli period which 
demonstrates the work of unconscious figuration. 
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This is a striking instance of the personification 
of the landscape. Ram Kumar dropped the starkness 
and solidity for the more essentially expressive 
and symbolic kind of painting which emerged along 
w i t h the UBLste 1 and . 
Ram Kumar visited Banaras in 1958 and 
then we notice that these figures which had haunted 
the landscape in the background disappeared alto-
gether by 60's. 
Then in the year between 1960-65 Ram 
Kumar used for his imagery architecture, houses, 
lanes, shadows, reflections. The sweeping panorama 
became paramount, as perspective and as perception 
of the Banaras period. 
At this time Ram Kumar took a rather 
expensive view of nature, a kind of bird's eye 
views, the sublimated landscapes which were city-
scapes. He alternated between the Litersry and pure 
styles of abstraction. Colour and the complexity of 
imagery determined the mood of the painting. The 
year from 1960— 64 comprised a predominantly gray 
period, the sternest and the most austere in his 
career. Using the encoustic process Ram even delved 
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into shades of black. Grey derived from blues and 
browns set off the facets of the textures, the 
drifts the engulfed land forms, the isthmus shapes 
and the general theme of the fecund but desolate 
1andscape. 
Between 1965-68 the sombre and tragic 
mood following the disenchantment of the people is 
followed rightly enough with the interlude of 
gentle lyricism. The paintings are soft-pinks and 
greens mitigate the sterner greys. There is limpid 
quality which is not quite lush in these paintings. 
A new phase of Ram Kumar's paintings 
began around 1969. There is an aerial 
perspective,1andscape is seen in a number of ways 
and from different angles and point of view. The 
structure of these paintings is conspicuously 
different from earlier paintings. He now paints 
with large,jagged strokes of the brush or knife. 
The image that appears on the canvas seems a part 
of a great drift. He can not any longer rely on 
architectured principles. It is nature,the seen and 
remembered 1andscape,that now provides the basis 
for the more spontaneous compositions. He moved to 
a ground of pale blond and then burst in to a 
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brilliant golden ochre. Along it, laid out in 
large areas,he now paints translucent sheaths of 
ultramarine blue,some time a crimson like that of a 
sunset and sets off the contrast by patches of pure 
white or, alternatively, of charcoal grey. The 
sense of distances or a play of weight in what is 
usually a buoyart space. The surface handling of 
paint has also undergone considerable changes.The 
large areas of colour are scraped down with the 
edge of the knife so that the grain of the canvas 
shows through streaks of paint. 
He has come out in to the open,rejoicing 
the sensuousness of nature. Sand, sea, dust tracks 
and sky, the sites are now propitious, occasions 
for exuberant memories and swept with gusty winds. 
Akbar Padansee -
Akbar's work was entirely figurative in 
the first phase of his aaireer , Between 1956 and 
195<) he painted landscapes and still-lifes, and 
returned to the figurative in 1959. The landscapes 
again came around 1963. A series of paintings done 
since 1970 offers the most consummate examples of 
his relationship to nature. The metascapes added 
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to his later work of 70'5 and 80's . His interest 
but revolves around head and nudes and land scapes. 
As he s a y : "I h a v e s e e n my tendenaies.I keep using 
the form of head or the d imens ion of the plane as 
the material for formaiion in space. I exp lore these 
images over and over again. The ordering of the 
space changes each time. E>: press iveness is the 
fabric of the rhythm". ^^ 
Akbar's earliest figures (1951-52) are 
large and frontal. The impression of Primitiv^sm- a 
self consciously adopted atttlude - is based on the 
explicit seKuality of the figures.The body is 
sensuously handled,and seems to be moulded out of a 
porus,ye 11owochre clay.The genitals of the 
figures,both male and female, are prominently 
displayed.lt is their symbolically fixed aspect 
which turns them in to sacred objects, idols and 
icons. Akbar's figures of this period, rigid, 
unalterable and securely bound together by a black 
contour. By 1954, Akbar's figures had lost whatever 
primitive - Indian qualities they had passed and 
gained an intensely self — conscious expression.The 
prophet series moves one step closer to the human. 
The earli^er prophet inspired by head from Mohanjo-
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daro and the later ones from early and medieval 
Christian art. 
From 1955, Akbar's figures were wholly 
human. The body was handled as though it were a 
sounding board from the spirit and figures retained 
a pro"^ound quality of Sentience, an aspect at once 
attentive and remote, intimate and monumental as we 
s e e in Namain 1 9 5 6 . He s a y : "people and the expres-
sion an their faces have aitvays fascinated m e , the 
insp i r a t i o n comes from w h a t I s e e on the s t r e e t . 
Uhen I paint, I do not have a fi>:ed person or a 
face in mind, but then, after the uork is over. I 
some times recognise where the impulse has come 
from". 15 
Between 1956 and 1959 Akbar painted 
still lifes (Egg-Beater 1956). Yet the forms had 
the same exactitude in composition and the glowing 
colours that were just then beginning to light up 
his landscapes, most of the city scapes as Land-
scape of 1956. The idealization - we don't find in 
human figures - made them enchanting. The land-
scapes he painted around 1963, during his later, 
grey phase were in contrast panoramic; wide, sweep-
ing views of tropical cities. They carried over 
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the compact structure of geometric forms from the 
previous landscapes and projected them on to a 
larger scale. The grey period starting from 1959, 
as we see in Fsriners a figurative period, it became 
large and thick- set, these periods female nudes, 
were long and slender and almost unbearably ex-
posed . 
Since 1968, When he settled in India, 
there is a perceptible change. In some of his 
paintings done during 1969 we can see his evolving 
relationship to nature and his current preoccupa-
tions with the elements of form. There are certain 
details, the brilliance of light - an intensifica-
tion of the orange he has always used to a blazing 
red which relate the landscape to Rajasthan. Akbar 
says: "In art as in lainguagef the farm phrase has 
the energy af the verb, the ego of the noun, the 
transforming pokier of the prepos it ion, the comb ina-
tive skill of the conjunation. The j ux tapos it ion 
and interpenetration of these multiple meanings 
constitutes the farm phrase".^^ 
Since 1970 He reveals his sensuous 
delight at the luxuriance of nature. For Akbar it 
is not a location but a generic ,in 1973-74 work 
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certain elements recur, a horizon high up on the 
canvas or a path way leading to it, a monumental 
land mass heavily modelled; modulated in to light 
and shadow, water, some times a sun or moon but no 
human beings. 
The MetsBcspes of Akbar Padamsee of 
1973— 74, archetypal and timeless, include both a 
truly detached analytical approach and a fascina-
tion for tautologic rules. Akbar says: "Nsiture as 
ides and concept is the great creat ive destructive 
force But we are ourselves nature^ by 
e>:cluding nature we have shaped ourselves into 
a r t i s t . . . . the sun and moon,tree and mountain. 
These forms belong to the language of art,they have 
emerged from line^ tone^ colour^ t^hen they disinte-
grate they merge into their origin, l i n e , tone, 
colours, or the ultimate uhite of the canvas".^j 
Akbar's visual drama lies in his notation of the 
sun and moon. Darkness and light are states of mind 
as well as physical laws. Reflection is stated, the 
symbols call to their reflection. The reflection 
looks back at the symbol. The use of blue, cadmium, 
whiteWred,high1y conscious, and pull between in-
tuited or emoted perception. 
12: 
In the Rsgs-Rsigini Serious colour had 
been used deliberately to induce a state of mind 
(bhava). Red vibrates,is passionate, the colour of 
advance or of Spr ingara while blue, its opposite, 
is meditative, inward, se1f-directed. White re-
flects while black absorbs ar consumes. The asso-
ciations are obvious. As its further level this 
state of mind may shift the gear in to a deeper 
apprehension, the Psycha-e/not ±ve essence ( rasa ) . 
In his method before beginning to paint, 
he executes, a series of colour diagrams of self-
devised graphs where the spatial demarcations and 
the intersections of the three primary colours are 
worked out. He claims that he has achieved the 
luminasity in his painting by working out through 
these graphs the superposition of colours and 
their gradual transitions between light and dark. 
Akbar utilizes simple mathematics, a number code, 
to plot out his graph. Numbers, he feels, have a 
peculiar chastity, mathematics produces the ecstasy 
of pure aesthetics. 
We find the geometrical dimensions in 
his human figures: "yet, I do relate to an ideal 
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form. I must h a v e the s p h e r e or cone or cube enter 
my work. These are proport ions in space, ft head is 
a sphere, a nose, a cone, the forehead ^ a rectangle 
e t c . I f a form does not have an echo in this o r i -
gin, i t Mill be divested of n o b i l i t y of heritage. 
My thinking converges on these basic forms...".^Q 
He rejects notions that he has pro-
gressed from one stage of work to another,or, is 
arching back in time to connect to earlier phases 
which were expositions with man — woman, nudes or 
prophets. He in context to his 1990's work says 
that he is the same person that he was 30 years 
ago. 90's work are further studies of the aphoris-
tic representations of heads and figures, crytal-
lising an emotionality that prismatica11y reflects 
pain . 
He brought the ideas on sight, on ways 
of looking. On sound and silence and rhythm - new 
explanations for his continuous and central concern 
around the construction of a composition. He draws 
inspiration from the Bhagvat Gita Kalidasa, Ua-
nishads, reposful posture like the tribhanga or the 
choktk in Indian dance. About the chhand of V iveka-
nandas y o g a s u t r a he s a y s : " . . . a rhythmical unity 
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of wards . . . creates the poller of sound. The sound 
i s bail snced with s Hence. It reaches a high or low 
pitch I like to hear the strokes and then I 
can gauge how this action f i l l s up and defines a 
space, fit the end of a pa int ing you are left with a 
T he face of 
Christ, which has haunted Padamsee for decades and 
has almost become his trademark, he says: "The 
image has been with me ever since I was a school 
t>°y" -20 
pe rmanent profile of a face. . . ." . ^a 
He categorically affirms his disinterest 
in anecdote or incidents and says that he is always 
researching the formal balance and tension of a 
composition. "I have been fascinated by the two 
sides of a face. Contrary to what we assume they 
are almost never alike and i t is fasc inat ing to 
explore now d espBrate a similar structure can 
be" . 21 He continues: "I am not trying to give 
express ion to a face by work ing towards a gr imace 
or a form. The force of lines is what I want. There 
has to be an electric change in the d imens ion of 
lines or planes. I do not care for the model 1ing or 
the contouring of a figure and face. The end is 
always a proportionate forms, not a picture or 
story about a person".^-^ 
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F.N.Souza -
F.N.Soura's painting display mostly a 
linear emphasis. Line in his painting animates the 
entire canvas. His earlier paintings, with their 
areas of thick paints, nervously brushed on, carry 
a bounding, veering out1ine,usua11y black. Later 
70's work shows a markedly different attitude to 
colour and composition, but the linear punctuation 
remains the same. The complication he assessto his 
work in 8 0 ' s : "... Mast of my paint ings a re ve ry 
esoteric in their concept and the technique ,1 
h/ould say that only a r t i s t s ^ other a r t i s t s can 
really distinguish the various nuances that I 
achieve. And the general collector and public are 
not really antare of i t . The eyes must be really 
wide open to be able to see the extremely compli-
cated May my paintings are constructed ^ and the 
application of paint is absolutely s t r a i g h t . I 
don't make any alterations^ nothing. I t 's step by 
step the whole thing. I begin i t and I end i t 
without making a single change or any error"..2;^ 
This confident, blunt, daring, self 
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conscious, scientific attitude run all through his 
artistic career. His earlier work was based on 
social realism. The deliberately rough and sumptu-
ous handling of paint suggest that Bouza was alrea-
dy well familiar with European Expressionism. 
Souza's obsessive and violent relationship with the 
Christ image becdme crucial because Christ is the 
son of god,at the same time as He is a sufferxng 
human being. With the tip of his sword-brush, 
palette Knife or pen - he reveals what he considers 
human beings to be greedy snd bellicose creatures, 
who blasphemed the God and then killed him. The 
horrifying drama we see, of Christ's death in 
c rue i f i>: ion and t r a g i c c o n t e n t of Depos i t ion . In 
Souza's work up to the 60's we notice the 
figure,encased in flat-coloured clothes,with the 
elongated ogival head,detached expression and 
votive stance - and the melancoly that is associat-
ed with this expression. Both absorbed religious 
experience and projected it in terms of symbolic 
compassion. 
It isasocial comment which is seen in 
his Six Gentlemen of our Times 1 9 5 5 , and The Tycoon 
snd the Tramp 1953 (oil) started in 1940's, devised 
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characters which include, besides the whole range 
of priests and prostitudes, tramps, tycoons, 
gentlemen, and dismember monarchs,inc1uding Odipus 
Re>: 1961, inquisitor - 1961 _, M a d Prophet in N e w 
York 1 9 6 1 , m a t c h e d w i t h Msnufsctarer at Nuolear 
Weapons 1 9 6 2 . 
Woman takes a major place in his paint-
ing. The aggressive sensuality of his women are 
transformed, variously, in to what is his own 
maniacal version of beauty or desirability, as the 
Seated Nude where she becomes a mass of pitted 
breasts and organs. His early work with the volup-
tuous forms of buKst and hips inspired by the 
Indian Sculpture of Mathura and Khajuraho. 
By 1953 the facial expression emphasis 
with the vo1 uptuousness.European influence in-
creases and influence of Indian sculpture decreas-
es. In his drawing Souza displays a direct confron-
tation with subject, the hard, clean, emphatic line 
serves especially well to delineate the type of 
woman that he most consistently paints, the whorish 
woman in all her tough beauty. Some times she is a 
common hussy, sometimes an age old temptress draped 
in a sparkling fur. She is innocent, wicked and 
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savage. On rare occasions she conveys the pathos 
of her condition, in Half Nude Girl in a tzhsiir 1960 
his force is conscious, his sympathy perhaps not so 
obvious, but always the lurking informant. "It 
becomes increas ing ly curious how Sauza. presents 
this Souza's triumph l i e s in his corrosive 
energy and i t s resultant express ion" .-^j^ H e h a s 
d e s c r i b e d p a i n t i n g as s o m e t h i n g to a t t a c k , c o m p a r -
ing it to a r e p t i l e : "Painting for me is not beau-
t i f u l . I t is ugly as a r e p t i l e . I attach i t . I t 
coils and reco i1s making fascinating patterns. I t 
is the Serpent in the grass that is really fasci-
nating. Glistening^ Jewelled, writhing in the green 
grass. Poisoned tangs and cold- blooded. Slimy as 
squeezed paint. Green hood, white belly from chin 
to t a i l . Yellow eyes, red forked tongue, Slimy, 
careful not to put your foot on i t ; treache rous 
l i k e satan, yet beautiful l i k e H i m " . 2 5 T h i s S e r p e n t 
is every where, in his crucifixions and land-
scapes, popes and Cardinals, deities and madmen, 
with their wild apocalyptic surround, grimacing, 
gestures. 
The cultural eclectic, he accepts or 
rejects according to personal caprice, his chief 
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protagonist is simply, himself, his personal real-
ism is almost confessional, his temperament stub-
born and obstinate, there is a sense of exaspera-
tion in all he does. 
He continuously painted portraiture. In 
1960 he changed both appearance and mode of execu-
tion. Instead of the parallel lines, cress -
hatched on either side, he now used a technique of 
scribbling, covering the initial image with a 
multitude of discs and loops and rings which serve 
to suggest eyes, teeth, hair, nails, ornaments or, 
with minimum variation, embroidered motifs on the 
garmen ts. 
His still-lifes have an odd characteris-
tic, they consist of things used in JitargicaJ 
prsict ice. They are mostly ornate vessels and sacred 
objects. Souza paints still-lifes of an assortment 
of edible things. Eve here, there is a frequent 
appearance of a loaf of bread, a flask of wine and 
fish, very curiously in the object-world he re-
claims the sense of the sacred that he so con-
sciously drains from the human being and from ^od. 
Souza's landscape or cityscapes follows 
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the logic of Von Bogh and Soutine except that the 
passion is negative and the source is very likely 
war. A similar bright Red is seen in his Red Hill 
1961 as in Von Goghs work. In 1963 he said:"Today 
my strt rings nith sn apacsi lypt ic message ^ t^ith 
haloaaustf thalidomide and the \^isian that man's 
own invent ive evil may t ransform him in to a mon — 
ster".26 
In his chem ica1 painting He cut-out the 
colour-photos from glossy magazines, he bleaches 
out a part of the picture and draws over it. As he 
did with the Times magazine photographs of mutilat-
ed bodies he proceeded to vent his feeling by 
mutilating them further. 
His concepts about his earlier Chris-
tianity dramatically changes during 1980 as he 
confess,: "Christianity means noth ing to me. No 
longer. Actually the Redmond theory proves that 
re 1igion is prejudice, and prejudice is a misjudg-
ment induced by malice and ignorance" . ^-j In his 
explanation that how it works he says: "... there was 
a basic error in the Greek concept of the atom 
being homogenous. And so the reason why these 
sc ient ists guide erroneously in the west are look-
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ing for the basic pairticle is because they hsven't 
got rid of rel igion, . . .God c:rea.ted matter out of 
nothing f etc. S^hich is rid iculous . In fsctf Redmond 
makes a very profound statement. He says no man 
knokts or has experienced t^hat nothingness means. 
There's no such thing and w e ' r e l i v i n g in a materi-
al world and i t is imposs ible to imag ine anyth ing 
that is n o t h i n g . . . . " . 2^Q He s a y s : " . . . o u r position in 
the scheme of "Nature is tota 1 ly a throng concept . i»ie 
do not knou of the re 1 at ive orders of magnitude, 
where we stand in the unive rse ^ we have abso1ute1y 
no notion of that point you find that God actually 
is a creation of T9ature in man's mind and man 
himself is a procreation of "Wature".29 The Red-
mond Theory formula has a very important place in 
Souza's thinking. 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE WORKS OF S.H.RAZA, 
RAM KUMAR, AKBAR PADAMSEE AND F.N.SOUZA 
The four con temporaries,Souza, Raza, 
Akbar and Ram Kumar, all of them attracted towards 
the Europe as the art scene was quite dull in India 
during 40's and 50's. They landed in Europe about 
the same time. In the first couple of years Akbar, 
Raza,and Souza - who lived mostly in England -
exhibited together. 
By the middle of 1950's each one of them 
had found his own niche in the European art scene. 
In 1956 Akbar was taken up by a good gallery 
(Galleries de ventadour) that handled his work with 
considerable success during the rest of his stay in 
Paris. Unlike Padamee Raza and Souza who aligned 
themselves with the more avaat garde aesthetic of 
Paris, Ram Kumar was a part of an artist's milieu 
which, some what cut off from the main 
stream,generated its own set of values and tested 
them within a historical perspective. He left 
Europe only after one year. 
All these artists have one or the other 
factor common. In slow degrees as their facility in 
painting grew and as their knowledge of what com-
prised categorical structure in painting got defined 
these artists sought to make a more truly personal 
and individual communication. They felt the need to 
define the experience of a life time, to reflect 
values which were contemporary in art but were also 
perennial and transcendent in nature. The process 
of abstraction reflected the process of growth and 
def in i tion 
They all are divoled to their Indianness 
except Souza who do«not compel this Tndianness on 
his work as John Berger says: "Analysis breaks 
down... Hon muah his pictures derive from Nestern 
art and hon much from h ie rat ic temple trad i t ions of 
his count ry. I can not say I find i t quite imposs i -
ble to assess his work comparatively. Because he 
straddles seve ral trad i t ions but serves none" 30 
Souza accepts this criticism ' . . . i t is 
the correct equestr ian att itude every c reat ive 
a r t i s t must s t r i k e . . . , ...speaking far myself. I 
am neither an Asian nor an Qriental not an Eastern-
er - I am an Indian" he s a y s : "... I am a modern 
a r t i s t and the school of Paris has influenced me a 
great deal".-^^ Unlike Souza, Raza who lived and 
worked in Paris for the past 42 years, yet remains 
quintessentially Indian, French critic Francois 
Yves Morin, in an exhibition held in Geneva in 1987 
s a y s : "In his den in Paris, Raza is s t i l l deeply 
Indian while being totally uni v e r s a J . . . " .-50 
Some of Akbar's earlier images also have 
a plausible Indiannness. He says: " Uhen people ask 
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m e what is Indism in my work, I s a y that i t is 
being a w a r e af t h e s e disciplines snd the philosophy 
underly ing them. The hands are meant to give shape, 
the feet to move or dance. W e have to be consc ious 
of these pr inciples. Being Indian is hardly a 
matter of port ray ing Indian clothes or copy ing from 
the miniatures. You must know what is the space and 
rhythm of the c1imate here. This is a subtle thing 
to grasp. You might use Indian ph ilosophy as a 
cosmet ic in your genera 1 design. Then you are 
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doomed". Ram Kumar's Indianness is most manif-
est in the way he subjectively shares, and objec-
tively discovers the peculiar quality of alienation 
in the Indian experience. 
Each felt that the central problem is 
self expression. They were concerned with evoking 
what was deeply felt what lay hurried in memory and 
in the body of feeling which reflected, whether it 
was form, line, expression or a bindu starting from 
figurative and realistic forms they reach to 
achieve that point they longed. Ram Kumar and Raza 
both have very similar attitude towards their work. 
Starting with the self the inscape came out in Ram 
Kumar's work through the abstract, the centre force 
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was the whole. The spiritual is seems to be the 
last as Ram Kumar exclaims: "when an artist gratis 
old he thinks of s p i r i t u a l ism - not formal r e l i -
gion. Elements enter his t^ork Mhich are elevated 
and another consciousness" .-^^ - In Raza's it cen-
tralizes in a bindu the center of the whole world. 
The concentration, the metaphysical became the 
primary achievement which took its way in Raza's 
shanty and in R a m ' s other world. 
There is a pronounced resemblance in the 
work of Souza and Padamsee during 1950-52. Out of a 
porus clay like texture of paint Souza molds a 
rounded trunk and limbs and the figures look like 
large clay dolls with broad, bland features. Akbars 
Primit ivism - a self-consciously adoped attitude is 
based on the explicit sexuality of the figures. The 
body is sensuously handled, and like Souza's seems 
to be molded out of a porus, yellow-ochre clay. The 
genital of the figures, both male and female, are 
prominently displayed. The erotic imagery is common 
in both's work. Akbar instinctively handles the 
sacred rather than the profane aspect of the 
image, where as Souza has always done exactly the 
opposite, taking up explicitly religious subjects 
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for the express purpose of committing sacrilege as 
he do with his Siva and Parvati. In Lovers 19 52 of 
Akbar Padamsee Siva and Parvati seated on the bull, 
Nandi, the Sanctity maintained despite of their 
unashamed nakedness. 
Souza's line-bound figures, frontal, 
icon- like composition resembles the emotional 
articulation of the human image inspired by the 
expressionist like Rouault. The gruessome intimacy 
of the crucifixid of Bouza carries more than warmth 
or pity for the tortured. Man on the cross the 
futility includes points to violence. A similar 
trump underlines Souza's love—hate relationship 
with the nude while Rouault's impact on Akbar's 
prophet series brought about all the authority 
necessary for their divine vocation. Akbar's treat-
ment of body is as ideal classical as Souzas is 
brutal. The rugged, fierce, diabolical, populatate 
his paintings, tearing to pieces all that passes 
for the normal and the assumed. 
It can also be noticed that both Souza 
and Ram Kumar's figures posses a kind of melancho-
ly. They are expressive souls terrorised by the 
brutality of the world as we notice in Hidden 
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Sorrows 1956 of Ram. We see three young men pushed 
up to the front in the picture space almost press-
ing against the viewer. The limb collars, empty 
hands, glazed eyeballs, contorted muscles, they are 
obviously down and out. A tragic looks in Souza's 
S i t t i n g Nude 1 9 6 2 and Cruc i f i>i ion 1 9 5 9 is o b v i o u s . 
The pain is felt by the artist as Souza exclaimed: 
" I wa^nted to hsing myself on the cross hfith my hsnds 
and feet nailed to i t to have arrow quivering in 
my neck l i k e f l i e s " . 3 5 
Bouza's landscape also, represent his 
negative passion, his cityscapes are the habitation 
of his frenzied figures and belonging to the nu-
clear age which threatens to bring global destruc-
tion while Akbars landscapes seldom situated within 
a recognizable time place. The form is more import-
ant but "Akbar's landscapes are not mysterious. If 
they somet imes appears sof i t is because contradic-
tory view point have been synthesized".^^ " W h e n Ram 
Kumar's ask for sentimental ident i f icat ion, t^kbar's 
hold you in abeyance. They are materially concrete 
and in that lies their ancient secret, a secret 
that requires contemplation" .-^-j 
We find the Beometrical dimensions of 
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the human form as Akbar Padamsee stresses: "... J 
must hs^/'e the s p h e r e or cane or cube enter my nark. 
These are proportions in space. A head is a sphere, 
a nose a cone, a forehead f a rectangle . . . . " -39 
The simple geometric pattern of Raza 
contains a deep metaphysical implications. The 
forms making angular slopes in Ram Kumar's paint-
ing. Akbar utilizes simple mathematical logic and 
mysticism. One seeking universal truth, the other 
unigue truth in Akbar's work, while the Redmond 
theory formula of zero has a very important place 
in Souza's thinking seen in some of his paintings. 
Though they all are concerned with 
evoking what is deeply felt, what lay hurried in 
memory and in the body of feeling which reflect 
their total experience. 
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